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Abstract

In many domains, visualizations help users identify patterns in temporal data. However,

being able to see patterns is not enough. For example, after spotting an example of

a particular pattern, users often want to see all the instances of the pattern and its

variations. However, the simple browsing techniques such as filtering and zooming found

in most existing visualization systems cannot support these kind of analysis tasks well.

We present VizPattern, an interactive visual query environment that can incorpo-

rate existing visualization systems, and enhance them by providing powerful temporal

pattern analysis capabilities. Using programming by example, VizPattern allows users

to easily construct patterns across different data types by dragging snippets of existing

visualizations as pattern elements, and assemble them intuitively using an innovative vi-

sual temporal pattern language QueryMarvel. It uses and extends the semantic elements

and rules of comic strips with the goal of making specifying and interpreting temporal

patterns as easy as reading and writing a comic story. An output visualization shows

all matches. Its navigation and statistical analysis tools help users navigate and analyze

results in the context of the original visualizations, and provide convenient ways to refine

patterns directly from results.

xiv



User tests show that using QueryMarvel, users can understand and create temporal

patterns faster and with fewer errors than using a form-based interface. The tests also

show that VizPattern enables users to answer questions about data faster and with fewer

errors than an existing state-of-the-art visual analysis system.

xv



Chapter 1

Introduction

In the modern information age, the quantity and complexity of time-oriented data is

rapidly and continuously increasing. The ability to specify and detect patterns of tempo-

ral events is fundamental to reasoning and making critical decisions in many application

scenarios. For example, in the medical domain, temporal data are extensively used for

assessing individual treatment or selecting patients for clinical trials. In financial markets,

all sorts of temporal financial data are analyzed to predict market behavior and guide

investment. Temporal data also plays a critical role in diagnosing problems in complex

systems, and directing police investigations of crimes and terrorists.

One important and effective way to understand temporal data is to analyze the tem-

poral patterns in the data. Temporal patterns consist of a set of temporal events and their

relationships. They reveal trends, anomalies, and structure in the data. They may help

users confirm knowledge or hypotheses. They also raise unexpected questions leading

users to new insights.
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1.1 Problem Statement

Numerous research efforts have focused on developing techniques to help users extract,

analyze, and understand patterns in temporal data. Visualization is the most commonly

used technique.

“A picture is worth a thousand words.” Visualizations are great aids in data analysis

processes. They are often designed to efficiently map data to visual primitives and present

them in an effective way so that users can easily discern patterns. They leverage the ability

of humans to process visual information [44]. Interaction techniques such as brushing,

scrolling, and zooming [3] enable users to configure and explore the visualizations to

better understand the data.

However, in many cases, being able to “see” the patterns is far from enough. To

understand the underlying process that produces the observed pattern, users still need

to go through an iterative procedure, as shown in Figure 1.1 that illustrates the process

of the classic scientific method [53].

Construct 
hypothesis

Test with an 
experiment

Analyze result, 
draw conclusion

Hypothesis is true

Hypothesis is false or 
partially false

Report results

Think!
Try again

Ask
questions

Visualizations

Figure 1.1: Classic scientific method

As we can see, seeing something interesting from visualizations can raise certain ques-

tions. In order to move along the above process to the more important parts (the two

boxes with bold border), users are on their own. Even though many visualizations [2]
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[3] have built-in navigation tools like zooming or scrolling to help users explore data,

“testing” and “analyzing” are done through visual inspection, which is error-prone, low

efficiency, and not reusable. The task becomes more cumbersome when data relation-

ships become more complex, for example, when users have to incorporate multiple views

of visualizations across different visual representations and different types of temporal

data.

Consider a medical trial scenario where users want to assess the effectiveness of a new

drug. Suppose a database has been used to collect symptoms data of 1000 patients who

have taken this medicine. A visualization similar to Lifelines2 [49] could be used to show

patient data displayed in strips, where different symptoms (e.g., headache, chest pain,

stomach pain, swelling joints) are encoded using icons, as in Figure 1.2. While browsing

a few examples, one might notice that several patients suffered of chest pain within 10

days of taking the medicine. Finding all instances of this pattern in a visualization

containing 1000 patients by visual inspection would be cumbersome, time consuming

and error prone. The situation would be worse if the pattern were more complex (e.g.,

patients who exhibit swelling joints in 30 to 50 days after taking the medicine, and then

have headache and chest pain at the same time).

Essentially, there are three main problems that prevent existing visualization systems

from helping users understand the underlying process.

Problem 1: The existing visualization systems cannot help users formalize patterns

from the data relationships users have discovered.

After users find some interesting data relationships, all they have in mind is an infor-

mal “concept” of those data relationships. These concepts are not accurate and reusable,

3



Figure 1.2: Visualization showing symptoms of 1000 patients

which makes the rest of the iterative analysis procedure difficult. For example, users

cannot utilize the automatic pattern matching algorithm to match patterns for them.

Problem 2: After seeing an example of certain pattern in the data, users cannot use

the existing visualization systems to automatically locate every instance of the pattern.

When spotting an interesting pattern example, it is natural and intuitive to want to

locate all the other examples that also happen in the data. This could reveal more context

information about the pattern, and lead to a better understanding of the data. In terms

of the above iterative procedure, this step is very important for efficient hypothesis testing

and analyzing. However, such task cannot be done automatically in existing visualization

systems.
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Problem 3: Similarly, users cannot use existing visualization systems to automati-

cally locate instances of pattern variations

When the current hypothesis is proven to be false or partially false, it is very useful

to be able to modify the existing pattern and locate new instances of pattern variations,

because by doing this, users essentially construct a new hypothesis based on the current

one which can be tested further. The existing visualization systems don’t support such

operations.

1.2 Why It Is Challenging

The first challenge is ease of use, including the pattern construction and modification.

The common way to do this [1] [16] is to let users learn a special pattern language in order

to specify or modify a pattern in higher level. This is an abstraction creation process,

which average users are not good at. The challenge is to enable users to define temporal

patterns without learning or understanding the abstractions used in pattern languages or

formalisms.

The second challenge is the ability to handle different types of time-oriented data.

There are three kinds of time-oriented data. The first kind is the time-series data, where

each data point is a <timestamp - real value> pair. The second kind is the categorical

temporal data, where each data point is a <timestamp - symbol> pair. The third kind is

spatial-temporal data, where each data entry is a <timestamp, location> pair. Although

some domains may prefer one type of temporal data, many scenarios require more than
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one of type to clearly represent knowledge to users. However, as described in the related

work section, virtually no existing visual analysis system addresses this issue.

The third challenge is the expressivity of the temporal pattern. The key is to

provide enough expressivity to support most of the common real-life temporal data rela-

tionships, while keeping the computational complexity of the pattern matcher acceptable

for an interactive and dynamic system.

1.3 Approach Outline

This thesis presents VizPattern, an interactive visual analytics environment that can

incorporate existing visualization systems, and enhance them by providing powerful tem-

poral pattern analysis capabilities to help users easily see the implicit data relationships

that develop over time. We show that VizPattern represents a significant improvement

over the state of the art towards solving the common problems of existing visualization

systems.

VizPattern uses programming by example techniques to allow users to easily con-

struct patterns across different data types (time-series, categorical, spatial-temporal) by

dragging snippets of existing visualizations as pattern elements, and assembling them

intuitively using a comic strip metaphor. It uses and extends the semantic elements and

rules of comic strips with the goal of making specifying and interpreting temporal pat-

terns as easy as reading and writing a comic strip. An output visualization shows all

matches, where users can easily navigate through and analyze the matching results, and

intuitively refine patterns based on the results.
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1.4 Thesis Contributions

The main contributions of the thesis can be summarized as follows:

• Using a “comic strip” metaphor to represent temporal event patterns. It is easier

for average users to understand, compared to abstract pattern languages, and is

expressive enough to represent most common use cases.

• Using the programming by example paradigm to construct patterns and to modify

pattern parameters. Combined with the comic strip metaphor, it enables untrained

users to construct complex patterns.

• Incorporating various types of visualizations as input. Many existing visualization

systems could be easily implemented to plug into VizPattern, allowing VizPattern

to be used in many domains.

• Supporting time-series data, temporal categorical data, and the spatial-temporal

data at the same time. This allows VizPattern to be applied in complex application

domains.

1.5 Thesis Structure

This remainder of the thesis is structured as follows: I first describe related work in

chapter 2, showing VizPattern’s superiority to existing systems in multiple dimensions.

Chapter 3 describes how each component in VizPattern works, followed by implemen-

tation details in chapter 6. Chapter 4 shows two user studies and system evaluations.
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Chapter 5 showcases some potential applications that VizPattern can be applied to. Fi-

nally, chapter 7 and 8 discuss future work and conclusions.
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Chapter 2

Related Work

There is a large body of related work in this field. I will divide it into three general areas:

visualizations, interactive visual analysis systems, and the comic strip metaphor.

2.1 Visualizations

Recent surveys of temporal visualizations are found in [43][3][4]. Generally, their focus

has been to create visualizations that enable users to find patterns quickly and easily,

with relatively little emphasis on interactive pattern exploration.

Since the visualization literature is extensive, I highlight some examples below cate-

gorized by the pattern they are trying to visualize. Meanwhile, I will also describe the

special techniques they use to accomplish their goals. In the following sections, I will not

distinguish the time-series data visualizations from categorical temporal data visualiza-

tions, since my purpose here is to illustrate how temporal visualization systems help users

find patterns and why simple visualizations without interactive analysis components are

not good enough.

9



2.1.1 Cyclic/Periodic Patterns

Spiral graphs [51] use spirals to visualize large data sets and supports easy identification

of periodic structures in the data. It distorts the timeline in order to align periodic events

to form a “spoke” which is not easily identified in line chart or bar chart. It also provides

some navigation mechanisms, such as using 3D helix to organize large data sets, zooming

to part of the spiral, and animating the change of spiral duration. For example, the left

picture of Figure 2.1 shows the sunshine intensity, it is easy to spot cloudy time periods,

or to see events like sunrise and sunset.

Figure 2.1: Spiral graph and Cluster Calendar View

2.1.2 Multivariate Patterns

Many interesting data sets contain multiple time-varying values/events. For example, a

patient may have multiple “tracks” of medical history, such as medication, immunizations,

and tests. This is a challenge for visualization design, because it requires displaying mul-

tiple attributes within a limited space, while users should be able to identify interesting

patterns.

10



To tackle this problem, some systems use “multiple axes” to represent multidimen-

sional temporal data. Different systems have different timeline layouts, as shown in Figure

2.2. TimeWheel [46] positions multiple attribute lines along a circle, and puts the main

timeline at the center. Parallel Coordinates puts axes parallel to each other. Star Coor-

dinates arrange the axes on a circle with equal (initially) angles between the axes with

an origin at the center of the circle.

Figure 2.2: TimeWheel, Parallel Coordinates, and Star Coordinates

Other than “multiple axes” approach, some systems choose a more direct way. They

overlay or stack different attributes on top of each other to form a condensed display.

For example, ThemeRiver [19], a system for visualizing thematic patterns over time in

a document collection, use a “river flow” metaphor, where the thickness of the current

represents the number of stories on certain topic. Users can clearly see how different

topics change overtime by looking at how the river flows. For example, the ThemeRiver

in Figure 2.3 shows a sudden theme strength change around late May, where “gorbachev,”

“bush,” and “summit” are larger currents. After viewing pertinent documents from that

time, we found out a four-day summit meeting took place which Bush and Gorbachev

both attended.

11



Figure 2.3: ThemeRiver

The visualizations described above mainly deal with multivariate time-series data.

Another class of visualizations focuses on the multivariate categorical temporal data.

In the medical domain, each patient’s medical history consists of multiple tracks of

events, such as medication, immunization, tests, etc. The representative visualization

systems are LifeLines [35] and Midgaard [6], as Figure 2.4 shows. They use lines and

icons to show different kinds of events in patient’s medical history. Because much data is

displayed simultaneously on the visualizations, discovering patterns by visual inspection

is hard. As a result, a large portion of their work focuses on the interaction part, such as

overview+detail, pan+zoom and focus+context features. These systems become powerful

“time browsers”, which is important for understanding the complex data.

SeeLog [14], as shown in Figure 2.5, is a system to visualize Unix command logs. It

uses different colors and orientations of graphic glyphs to represent different events in the

logs. Simple filtering can be applied to limit the time span displayed. Patterns can be

identified by the “shape” of the displays.

Time-Machine Computing [38] adds a timeline to the computer desktop environment.

As Figure 2.6 shows, it visualizes the current and past activities on desktop. It supports
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Figure 2.4: Lifelines and Midgaard

Figure 2.5: SeeLog

simple search and filtering, animation, and multiple views to help users recall, navigate,

and find activity patterns through space and time.

PeopleGarden [54] is an interesting visualization system which visualizes user’s mul-

tivariate information from online discussion groups. It uses a “flower” metaphor, where

the size of the flower represents the amount of messages a user posts, and the length of

the flower stem to represent the amount of time the user spent in the group. Patterns,

like users with large numbers of postings, or a group with a dominating voice vs. a more

13



Figure 2.6: Time-Machine Computing

democratic group, are obviously identified from the display. Figure 2.7 shows a group

with a dominating voice compared to a more democratic group.

Figure 2.7: PeopleGarden

2.1.3 Patterns with Spatial Data

The visualization systems described in the previous sections mainly deal with “abstract

temporal data,” which are not essentially connected to some spatial layout. For spatial

data, the inherent spatial information can be exploited to find a suitable mapping of data
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to screen. The representation of time has to be incorporated into that mapping, where

it is not always easy to achieve an emphasis of the time domain.

Two common techniques are used to tackle the problem. In Spatial-Temporal Visu-

alization (STV) [12], used in a law enforcement system, there are several synchronized

views controlled by a time slider as shown in Figure 2.8. One view shows the spatial data,

and the rest show the attributes from temporal data. Sliding the time slider updates each

view to show the data at certain time point. Crime patterns are discovered by looking

through time in both spatial and temporal spaces.

Figure 2.8: Spatial-Temporal Visualization

Helix Glyphs on Maps [45] introduces a 3rd dimension to incorporate the temporal

data into a map display. It shows a 3D spiral graph or a 3D pencil above different

locations in a 3D map. It also uses user-chosen event detection techniques to limit the

display within certain interesting events in order to deal with visualizing large data sets.
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The left part of Figure 2.9 shows a certain pattern over time. In the right part, the helix

icons reveal the cyclic characteristics of two selected diseases.

Figure 2.9: Helix Glyphs on Maps

2.1.4 Discussion

In section 1.1, I mentioned three problems that prevent existing visualization systems from

helping users understand the underlying process that yields the data. After examining

the existing visualization systems, we see how these problems apply. For example, in

a complex visualization system like Lifelines or SeeLog, several handy navigation tools

are provided to help users explore the data. In Lifelines, when user finds an interesting

relationship among a patient’s medicine history and symptom, he must go through a series

of interactions with the visualization, such as scrolling viewport, zooming and panning,

and visually comparing the current display to the hypothesis in his mind. This is not a

trivial process. Unfortunately, if he wants to find all other instances of this relationship

or similar relationships in this patient’s record, he has to go through the cumbersome

process again and again, which is error-prone and not efficient. The same thing happens

if he wants to reuse what he found and apply it in other patients’ records. The main
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problems are that Lifelines doesn’t have a way to formalize the pattern, and there is

no analytical component in Lifelines that could take the formalized pattern and perform

queries to automatically locate instances for users.

In some scenarios, one could combine different visualizations together to do some-

thing that neither can do alone. For example, we could combine SeeLog and Calendar

View together, where SeeLog monitors the details of server activities, and Calendar View

records the overall server load day by day. We could see patterns from each of the vi-

sualization displays, and we could even combine the elements from both visualizations

to construct more complex patterns, which may reveal advanced data relationships that

neither SeeLog and Calendar View alone could tell users. In such scenarios, an analytical

component would be extremely helpful, since visually identifying pattern instance across

different visualizations is much harder than in a single one.

2.2 Interactive Visual Analysis Systems

To help users explore temporal data easier, many visual analytics systems have been

proposed across different research domains. We divide representative systems into two

groups based on the methods they use to specify patterns: using GUI widgets, and using

direct manipulation techniques.

2.2.1 Visual Analysis Systems Using GUI Widgets

Dynamic Queries [41] is an early visual query system for database. Users manipulate

sliders and buttons to visually specify query criteria to specify queries consisting of con-

junctions of disjunctions, and range queries on numeric values. The left part of Figure
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2.10 shows an example that uses dynamic queries technique to locate homes. Dynamic

Queries supports databases very well, but does not support temporal event queries.

MIMSY [39] is an interactive query tool designed to analyze stock market data. Tra-

ditional GUI widgets are used to receive queries from users, which are then translated

into CORAL queries and sent to CORAL server to process. It also supports aggregates

such as max, min, and average. MIMSY processes queries in batch mode and thus cannot

provide instant feedback to users, as is possible in Dynamic Queries.

TVQL [40] is a visual query language for identifying relationships between events of

interest in video data. TVQL uses four double-sided sliders to allow users to express

the relationship between each pair of endpoints among two intervals in order to support

Allen’s 13 relational primitives [5]. The right part of Figure 2.10 shows TVQL’s interface.

According to the user studies in [40], the double-sided sliders are not intuitive enough.

Figure 2.10: Dynamic Queries and TVQL

PatternFinder [15] is designed to find patterns of events across multiple records. It

uses forms to specify complex temporal patterns, and a ball-and-chain [15] visualization to
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display matching results. Although PatternFinder has the ability to construct expressive

temporal patterns, it is also complex to use. The learning curve is deep for inexperienced

users [49].

Figure 2.11: PatternFinder

Lifeline2 [49], which extends the work of Lifelines[35], introduces the idea of sentinel

events (such as “the first heart attack”). Using sentinel events, users can easily spot pre-

cursor, co-occurring, and after effect events, thus providing a way to explore patterns in

medical data. It also provides ways to filter temporal data by specifying number of event

occurrences, and simple sequence of events. However, it does not support expressing

temporal relationships among events, which are useful in many domains.

2.2.2 Visual Analysis Systems Using Direct Manipulation

The systems in this group allow users to directly interact with the visual display of the

system to specify patterns.

In QuerySketch [50], users directly draw a “line shape” which represents a pattern,

and the system uses the Euclidean distance as the similarity measure to match the pattern
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Figure 2.12: Lifelines2

against the data. QuerySketch is easy to use and highly interactive, but it can only handle

line charts, and it doesn’t support pattern editing.

Another well-known system is TimeSearcher [20]. It lets users specify patterns of

interest on the line graph by creating TimeBox (by mouse), rectangular query operators

that specify the regions in which the users are interested. Each time box identifies a

value range (Vmin, Vmax) and a time interval (Tmin, Tmax). The conjunctive queries

are incrementally defined through several timeboxes. The display is restricted to show

only those time-series that have all the samples inside the timeboxes. TimeSearcher2

[9] extends the work of TimeSearcher by allowing patterns with multiple variables and

iterative flexible pattern searching. TimeSearcher3 [10] adds the river plot view and

the forecasting tool. Patterns specified in TimeSearcher are intuitive, but they mainly

focus on simple range queries on time and value dimensions. Although TimerSearcher2

allows users to select a shape from the line chart to form a pattern, it doesn’t address
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Figure 2.13: QuerySketch

the temporal relationships among shapes. For example, users cannot specify temporal

distance between shapes.

Systems using similar ideas also appear in visual data mining field. Visual Analytics

Query (IVQuery) [18] attempts to integrate analytical and visual methods. Its basic idea

is to let users select an area of interest in visualizations as input. Based on the attributes of

the selection, IVQuery will select different state-of-the-art automated analysis methods to

identify similar relationships in the rest of the data set. It allows users to plug-in specific

algorithms as needed, and it can also be used in different types of visual representations.

However, IVQuery only allows users to select a single area from visualizations, which is

not suitable for the cases where areas of interests are scattered across different type of
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visualizations in different display. Also, the temporal relationships are not the focus in

IVQuery.

Interactive Parallel Bar Charts (IPBC) [13] uses a similar approach. It is a visual

data mining tool that uses 3D bar chart visualization. It allows users to select a pattern

of interest in the visualization itself, and then initiate a search for similar patterns. The

matching results are highlighted showing where the patterns are. It also provides a set of

convenient navigation tools to help users explore data. However, its problem is the same

as IVQuery.

Patterns [30], another time-series data analysis system, uses pre-defined graphic prim-

itives as the building blocks to let users build complex patterns. The right part of Figure

2.14 shows Pattern’s interface. The primitive library includes flat, trending-up/down,

threshold, straight, concave, and convex. They are grouped together by operators using

a “flow chart” metaphor. The operators include sequence, OR, AND, LOOP, and GAP

operators. It uses a parse tree to represent the symbolic description of pattern matching

process.

Figure 2.14: TimeSearcher and Pattern
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These systems are intuitive to use, but not powerful enough to handle complex tem-

poral patterns. First, they only work with time-series data, but not categorical temporal

data. Second, they don’t address the temporal constraints, which are important in many

domains.

Another interesting point is that except for PatternFinder, the systems mentioned

above don’t have a separate result output/visualization. In those systems, results are

directly highlighted in the original visualization display, which is a straightforward and

quick way to show results. However, this method makes it very difficult for users to do

deeper analysis on the results, which might lead to further insights. For example, users

might discover new patterns by looking at the results distributions. PatternFinder is the

only system that provides a similar result visualization as VizPattern. However, section

3.4 will show how VizPattern result visualization is not simply a list of matches, but a

tool to filter, sort, and analyze the matches, as well as a tool to help users refine pattern

specifications by editing the result.

2.2.3 Discussion

The above survey of related work illustrates the breadth of issues related to temporal

data.

As claimed in section 1.1, visualizations mainly focus on how to present data to help

users discern interesting relationships in temporal data, including periodic phenomena,

multivariate relationships and spatial-temporal relationships. Although some of them
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provide efficient navigation tools, they are only helpful in the early stages of the scien-

tific method process. Other key tasks in interactive data exploration iterations, such as

specifying hypothesis and testing, are still done by visual inspection.

To better present the advantages and disadvantages of each interactive visual analysis

system, and compare them with VizPattern, I will summarize the existing systems by the

following four dimensions: input, pattern specification methods, source data type, and

pattern complexity.

Input: One common problem for these systems is that most of them are bound

to certain kind of input systems that are specifically designed for them. They cannot

take advantage of the existing systems that researchers already designed and polished.

VizPattern allows existing systems to easily connect to VizPattern to be enhanced by its

temporal pattern analysis functionalities.

Pattern specification methods: To free users from writing in abstract pattern

languages, most systems use from-based and direct manipulation as the pattern specifi-

cation method. When using forms, users don’t need to worry about the semantics of the

pattern language. Instead, they only need to specify certain key parameters. However,

there are conceptual gaps between pattern specifications and forms, because users still

need to learn how a specific form works, and how to translate between forms and pat-

tern specifications. Also, filling out a complex form is also a cumbersome process. On

the other hand, direct manipulation lets users directly select data in the visualization to

define the pattern of interest, which is more intuitive than filling out a form. However,

some issues are not well solved when using this method. For example, the relationships
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(temporal or logical) between selections are often ignored. As a result, the use of direct

selection often limits users to simple patterns.

Source data type: There are three types of temporal data: time-series data, cate-

gorical temporal data, and spatial-temporal data. However, other than temporal database

systems such as Dynamic Queries, no other systems can handle all of them together. In

many domains, more than one type is required. For example, in financial domain, stock

prices (time-series data) are always related to various events (categorical temporal data),

which might also be location related (spatial-temporal data). A system that supports all

three types of temporal data would be more useful for users to understand the data.

Pattern complexity: This dimension is not independent. Together with pattern

specification and system performance, they form a three-way trade-off. The ideal system

would find a balance point among those dimensions. The ideal balance point is to apply

an easy to use pattern specification method that provides enough expressivity to support

most of the common real-life temporal data relationships, while keeping the computational

complexity of the pattern matcher acceptable for an interactive system.

VizPattern is designed to tackle all the above problems. It can incorporate different

kinds of data representations and all three types of temporal data, and uses the comic

strip metaphor to represent relatively complex temporal patterns that cover most of

the common use cases. Some of the components in VizPattern use existing ideas from

the above literatures, such as direct manipulation result output visualization, dynamic

queries, etc. The detailed descriptions about how they are used in VizPattern will be

provided in the following chapters.
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2.3 Comic Strip Metaphor

Comics are very popular in many cultures around the world. They are the most prevalent

medium that expresses meaning through a sequence of spatially structured images [11]. In

[29], the author explored the definitions and development of various elements in comics,

such as the fundamental vocabulary, scene transitions, time frames, emotions and sound

in comics, etc. It shows that comics are not only an art form, but also a formalized and

easy to understand universal visual language.

Inspired by comic’s narrative grammar, and universal and intuitive rules, several

systems used the concept of comics to provide a friendly user experience. A graphical

editing system Chimera [26] uses comic strips to depict commands histories, showing

the graphical state of the interface changing over time. A video summary system [11]

produces a comic-like representation of analyzed videos. GIS [47] uses comic strips to

demonstrate query procedures to non-specialist users. Like VizPattern, these systems

have a common design goal: using comic strips to convey a story consisting of a series

events happening in a time order.

The comic strip metaphor has also been used in visual programming. ComicKit [24]

allows children to use comic strips to make event-based programs. Characters, inner

panels, signs, motion markers, and voice balloons are mapped to program elements, and

some extensions to comic strips are also introduced.
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Chapter 3

VizPattern

3.1 Overview

Figure 3.1 illustrates the system architecture of VizPattern.
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Figure 3.1: VizPattern Architecture

The input to VizPattern is a set of Input Visualizations. VizPattern Connector

is used to connect those systems to VizPattern. It works as a two-way communication

channel. Using VizPattern Connector, temporal data can be easily transferred from input

visualizations to VizPattern. It also listens to the commands sent from VizPattern and

executes them in the context of input visualizations, such as highlighting certain visual

elements in the input visualization displays.
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VizPattern uses a visual temporal pattern language QueryMarvel, which uses and

extends the semantic elements and rules of comic strips to organize the selected visualiza-

tion snippets to represent their temporal relationships. A Comic Strip Editor allows

users to easily edit QueryMarvel comic strips. After each editing operation, VizPattern

will automatically compile the comic strips into a formal Pattern Specification, which

will then used in Pattern Matcher to match against the underlying data to get a set of

matching records. The matching records will be fed into Result Analysis Panel, where

records are displayed in a dot-and-line style, and users can browse the results, check result

details, analyze result by using a set of tools, and also refine patterns directly from the

results.

Figure 3.2 shows an example screenshot. The top window shows an example in-

put visualization of patient symptoms using a technique similar to Lifelines2 [49]. It

shows records vertically on alternating background color. Different icons show different

symptoms for each patient on a timeline. It also shows patient’s vital numbers such as

cholesterol and glucose. The meaning of icons are shown above the top window. Note

that this visualization is simply representative of many visualizations that can be used

with VizPattern and is not part of the VizPattern system.

The input visualization enables users to browse the data and find instances of in-

teresting patterns. For example, patient “p11” suffered chest pain and then a sudden

cholesterol spike after taking the medicine, as highlighted by yellow circles in Figure 3.2.

After spotting this example, users might want to find all the patients that also have this

phenomenon. Apparently, checking all 100 (or possibly more) patients in the visualization
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Take Med X Chest Pain Stomach Pain Nauseous

Figure 3.2: Example VizPattern screenshot
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display one by one is time consuming and error-prone. VizPattern can easily tackle this

problem.

The bottom window of Figure 3.2 shows the VizPattern workspace. It consists of two

main areas:

The top area is the Comic Strip Editor, where users construct and edit patterns using

a visual temporal pattern language QueryMarvel to organize those snippets into an easy

to understand comic strip which represents a temporal pattern. To start constructing

patterns using VizPattern, users simply drag visual snippets from input visualizations

into the comic strip editor. They can also use a set of comic strip editing tools to refine

the constructed comic strip. In this example, users drag the icons representing “taking

medicine” and “chest paint”, as well as the snippet of cholesterol spike, one by one into

the VizPattern workspace as the arrows in Figure 3.2 show.

The bottom area is the Result Analysis Panel where the matching records are dis-

played in a dot-and-line style. As shown, these matching records are also highlighted by

green on the input visualization display.

In the result analysis panel, users can check result details by clicking on matching

records. In the screenshot, the record “p99” is clicked and the a result detail panel

is shown. In this panel, users can see when each event in the current result record is

matched and their time distances. Users can also directly refine pattern by manipulating

the elements in the result detail panel.

In addition, the result analysis panel also provides a set of tools for users to analyze

the results, such as sorting and filtering. The right panel shows statistics information

about the results.
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The following sections will provide detailed information for each component of Viz-

Pattern.

3.2 QueryMarvel

QueryMarvel is the component used to specify temporal patterns. It is an easy to use

and powerful visual temporal pattern language that enables ordinary users to specify

temporal patterns of events using comic strips. QueryMarvel utilizes and extends the

semantic elements and rules of comic strips to construct complex temporal patterns.

3.2.1 Motivations

Comic strips are a form of sequential arts, defined as “juxtaposed pictorial and other

images in deliberate sequence, intended to convey information” in [29]. As we all know,

comics tell stories. When reading comics, an implicit timeline is formed in reader’s mind.

The picture panels in a comic are viewed as a sequence of events positioned along this

timeline, and the various comic elements, such as clocks, text bubbles, decorations etc.,

convey additional relationships about those events.

In QueryMarvel we think of each event as a character in a comic, and each temporal

relationship as certain comic element. This converts a highly abstract temporal pattern

specification into a concrete comic strip that everybody is familiar with. Understanding

a temporal pattern is similar to reading a comic strip, and creating a temporal pattern

is similar to creating a comic strip using a given cast of characters.

Throughout the rest of this section, I will make reference to our simple medical sce-

nario of 1000 patients participating in a drug trial for Medicine X mentioned in chapter
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1. The events of interest are taking medicine X, chest pain, stomach pain, and nausea as

Figure 3.3 shows:

Take Med X Chest Pain Stomach Pain Nausea

Figure 3.3: Four example event types

The next section introduces the formal definitions of temporal pattern language un-

derlying QueryMarvel, as well as the temporal data supported by VizPattern and their

relationships with the pattern language.

3.2.2 Formalization

3.2.2.1 Temporal Event Pattern Language

The semantics of the temporal event pattern language are captured in the following

definitions, which are adapted and extended from [28].

Definition 1: Let t be a real value timestamp, S be a set of event types, and O be a

set of objects. An event e is defined as a tuple (t, o, s), where o ∈ O, and s ∈ S. t(e),

o(e) and s(e) denotes the timestamp, object, and event type of e respectively. A negation

of event type Si ∈ S is defined as neg(Si) where neg(Si) ∈ S ∧ neg(Si) 6= Si. An event

sequence E is defined as a series of event Ei, i=0,1,. . . ,N ordered by t(Ei) increasingly,

and a maximum time value tM , such that ∀Ei ∈ E, 0 6 t(Ei) 6 tM . One special event is

defined: a sequence start event Es=(0, seq, seqStart). It is always included in every event

sequence.

Definition 2: Given an event sequence E={Ei} and a set of event types S={s(Ei)},

i=0,1,. . . ,N, a query pattern is defined as a triple 〈Z, CT, CO〉. Z = Z0, Z1, . . . , Zm,
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where Zi = Sk or neg(Sk), Sk ∈ S. CT is a set of temporal constraints CTi,j , i,j ∈

{0,1,. . . ,m}, each of which is an interval [ai,j , bi,j ]. CO is a set of object constraints,

each element of which is either a unary object equity U(i,oi), i ∈ {0,1,. . . ,m} and oi

∈ O, or a binary equity/inequity BE(i,j)/BIE(i,j), i,j ∈ {0,1,. . . ,m}.

Definition 3: Given a query pattern Q=〈{Zi}, {CTi,j}, {COi}〉, i,j=0,1,. . . ,m and an

event sequence E defined over an event type set S and an object set O, a match result

of Q in E is defined by an instantiation M: {Zi
M←− EMi = (tMi , oMi , sMi)} , i=0,1,. . . ,m,

such that ∀1 6 i 6 m, EMi ∈ E ∧ sMi = Zi; ∀Ci,j : tj − ti ∈ Ci,j; ∀U(i, oi) ∈ CO,

o(EMi)=oi; ∀BE(i, j)/BIE(i, j) ∈ CO, o(EMi)=/6=o(EMj ), i,j ∈ {0,1,. . . ,m}

The above pattern definitions can be used to define a complex temporal pattern

like: “patients who have chest pain within 10 days after taking medicine X, followed by

simultaneous stomach pain and nausea between the 80th and 100th day.”

Using our definitions: Z={Z0=seqStart, Z1=takeMedX, Z2=chestPain, Z3=stomachPain,

Z4=nauseous}, CT={CT1,2=[0,10]; CT2,3=[1,∞) CT3,4=[0,0]; CT0,3=[0,80]; CT0,4=[100,∞)},

and CO={CO0=U(0,seq); CO1=BE(1,2); CO2=BE(2,3); CO3=BE(3,4)}.

3.2.2.2 Three Temporal Data Supported by VizPattern

As described in chapter 1, VizPattern supports three types of temporal data: categorical

temporal data, time-series data, and spatial-temporal data. They are defined as follows:

Definition 4: Categorical temporal data is defined exactly as the “event” in the

temporal pattern language in definition 1, which is a “timestamp, object and event type”

tuple: < t, o, s >.
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Definition 5: Time-series data consists of a series of time-series data points, each

of which is defined as a tuple < t, o, s, v >, where the first three components have the same

meanings as categorical temporal data in definition 4. Its extra component v is defined as

a real number representing the value of the data point.

For example, “patient 2’s cholesterol level at time 100 is 300” will be translated to a

time-series data point: <100, patient 2, cholesterol, 300>.

Definition 6: Spatial-temporal data is defined as a series of spatial-temporal data

points, each of which is defined as a tuple < t, o, s, x, y >, where the first three com-

ponents have the same meanings as categorical temporal data in definition 4. Its two

extra components x and y are defined as real numbers representing the object’s location

coordinates.

For example, a car “c1” is visualized at location (23.46E, 18.13N) at time 250. Using

the definition 6, it becomes < 250, c1, car, 23.46, 18.13 >.

3.2.2.3 Convert Temporal Data to Events

The basic unit in our pattern language is “event”. As shown in section 3.6, the pattern

matcher used in VizPattern also works around the “events.” Therefore, in order to incor-

porate three types of temporal data supported by VizPattern described in the previous

section, they need to be converted into “events”.

Converting Categorical Temporal Data: Converting categorical temporal data into

events is trivial. Since they have the same definitions, we can just directly map each

categorical temporal data unit into an event.
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Converting Time-Series Data: Time-series data consists of a series of time-series

data points. An essential event in time-series data is not a single data point, but rep-

resented by a “shape,” which consists of a series data points. Formally, we have the

following definition:

Definition 7: An event in time-series data is defined as a “shape” s, which is a

series of consecutive data points {d1, d2, . . ., dk}, where k is the size of the shape. Since

a shape covers a span of time, an anchor point ps is defined to indicate which time

point within the shape is considered to be the actual time point that this shape (event)

happens. We define two types of anchor point: the start of the shape t(d1), or the end of

the shape t(dk). Each shape also has a name Ns representing the intuitive meaning of its

appearance. The object of the shape Os is the same object of any data point. Therefore,

each shape in time-series data defines an event < ps, Os, Ns >.

Figure 3.4 shows an event example in a patient’s (p1) blood pressure data consisting

of 5 data points from time 10 to time 14. The name of the shape is “SlowDescent.” The

anchor point is the end of the shape (the black dot in the figure). According to the above

definition, the event defined by this shape is < 14, p1, SlowDesecnt >.

Ns=SlowDescent

<10, p1, BP, 140>

<11, p1, BP, 133>

<12, p1, BP, 120>

<13, p1, BP, 110>

<14, p1, BP, 100>

Event: <14, p1, SlowDescent>

Figure 3.4: Event example in time-series data
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One problem with this definition is that time-series data can have infinitive numbers

of shapes. It is impossible to convert all of them into events. To narrow them down,

users should attach additional information to shapes. The system will only include the

similar shapes that satisfy those information. Formally, we have the following definition.

Definition 8: Additional shape information include: threshold d, and vertical

offset flag v. d is a real number representing a threshold value. In a defined metric system,

d is the maximum distance between similar shapes and the specified shape; v is a boolean

value indicating whether the vertical offsets of the shapes are considered as a factor of

similarity.

The value of v differs in different scenarios. For example, suppose the shape shows a

steady trend of patient’s cholesterol level over value 300. If users want to find all patients

who also have a steady cholesterol level over 300, then v needs to be true, because “over

300” is important in this case. However, if users don’t care about the value range as long

as the trend is steady, then v should be set to false.

Using the additional shape information, a similarity search algorithm will be used to

find a set of similar shapes. Detailed information about this process will be provided in

section 3.6.

Converting Spatial-Temporal Data: Spatial-temporal data consists of a series of

spatial-temporal data points. Similar to time-series data, each spatial-temporal data

point doesn’t represent an event. Instead, certain spatial relationships among a set of data

points are defined as events. In VizPattern, we define the spatial relationship between

two objects as events in spatial-temporal data. Formally, we have:
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Definition 9: An event in spatial-temporal data is defined as a spatial relation-

ship C where two objects OM and OR have a distance D. OM is the main object, and OR

is the relative object. Each relationship has a name NC . The timestamp of the relation-

ship tC is either object’s time point. The object of C is the main object OM . Therefore,

each spatial relationship in spatial-temporal data defines an event < tC , OM , NC >.

Similarly to shapes in time-series data, there are many spatial relationships in spatial-

temporal data. To narrow them down, users specify the additional spatial relationship

information. The system will only include the similar spatial relationships that satisfy

that information. Formally, we have:

Definition 10: Additional spatial relationship information include two real

number: dmin and dmax. dmin and dmax define an interval [dmin, dmax], which constraints

the distances of all the similar spatial relationships.

Using the additional spatial relationship information, a similarity search algorithm

will be used to find a set of similar spatial relationships. Detailed information about this

process will be provided in section 3.6.

3.2.3 Visual Metaphor

This section describes how temporal patterns are mapped into a comic strip in Query-

Marvel. For each element of the pattern language, we show a picture of a real life comic

example that conveys the same temporal relationship and the corresponding visual ele-

ments in QueryMarvel as well as the formal definitions.
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3.2.3.1 Time

In each comic strip, there exists an implicit timeline on which a series of panels are

positioned in a sequence. In the simplest cases, each panel of a comic shows a single

moment in time, as shown in Figure 3.5. To read a comic, readers scan the panels in

their natural order (from left to right, and from top to bottom) and a story is naturally

formed in their minds. Taking the advantage of this convention, in QueryMarvel we use

the same kind of panels to represent a certain moment, or a time point, on the implicit

timeline of our temporal pattern, and we use their natural order to represent the sequence

of events.

Implicit Timeline

Figure 3.5: Each comic panel represents a single moment in time

3.2.3.2 Temporal Events

As stated before, in a comic, a story is formed by a series of moments in time represented

by a sequence of comic panels. At each moment, different characters are put into a comic

panel showing they are doing something at this point of time. Similarly, in QueryMarvel,

each event is represented by a graphical snippet. These snippets become the characters

of our QueryMarvel comic. When user mouses over a snippet, a text bubble pops up

showing snippet’s meaning to help users understand it better.
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In section 3.2.2, we introduced how VizPattern supports three types of temporal data,

and how we convert them into events that are supported by our pattern language and

pattern matcher. In QueryMarvel, we use three different types of snippets to represent

different types of converted events:

• Categorical temporal data snippet: Categorical temporal data can be directly

mapped to events, and are often represented by icons. Users can easily tell the type

of the event by its icon’s visual appearance. For example, Figure 3.6 shows three

categorical events using intuitive icons.

Take Med X Chest Pain Stomach Pain

Figure 3.6: Categorical temporal event snippet

• Time-series event snippet: As described in section 3.2.2.3, events in time-series

data are shapes, and time-series data are often visualized by line charts or bar

charts. As a result, the portions of charts become our choice for time-series event

snippets.

To visualize the shape similarity conditions (threshold and anchor point) on the

snippets we put a text box showing the threshold value on top of the chart. We

also use a green arrow pointing to the start of a snippet to represent start anchor

point, and a red arrow pointing to the end of a snippet to represent end anchor

point.

Figure 3.7 shows two examples of time-series event snippets. The left shows a

steady trend in a line chart. Its threshold is 2.50, and its anchor point is the start

of the shape. The right shows a high low value alternation situation in a bar chart.
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Its threshold is 27.19, and its anchor point is the end of the shape. VizPattern

also provides intuitive ways to specify anchor points and threshold, which will be

described in detail in section 3.3.

Steady High-low alternation

Figure 3.7: Time-series event snippets

• Spatial-temporal event snippet: As described in section 3.2.2.3, events in

spatial-temporal data are spatial relationships between two objects. To visually

represent it, as well as the information in spatial-temporal similarity condition (the

distance range), we put together icons of two objects and a text box with the dis-

tance range. Figure 3.8 shows an example where a house is within 65.82 distance

from a factory. More information about how to create spatial event snippet will be

described in detail in section 3.3.

Figure 3.8: Spatial-temporal event snippet

3.2.3.3 Temporal Constraints

Temporal constraint 1: Event B happens after event A: As a form of sequential

arts, comics by design show events happening in a sequence. When a panel containing

event B follows a panel containing event A, it means that event B happens after event

A. According to the semantics of comic strips, it is perfectly OK that some other events
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happen in between event A and B, before A, or after B. Putting panels in this way

only indicates that there exists two events A and B and B happens after A, but doesn’t

eliminate the possibilities of other events’ existence anywhere else on the timeline. In

Figure 3.9, it is clear that the woman reaches inside the crib after standing next to

the crib looking inside it. Similarly, the two QueryMarvel panels show that stomach

pain happens after chest pain. Using the formal definitions in section 3.2.2 to specify

the example QueryMarvel pattern, we have: Z={Z0 = chestPain, Z1 = stomachPain},

CT={CT0,1=[1,∞)}, and CO = {CO0 = BE(0, 1)}.

Real comic QueryMarvel

Figure 3.9: “After” temporal constraint

Temporal constraint 2: Event A and B happen at the same time: When a

comic strip panel contains multiple characters, we assume they are simultaneously doing

something. In QueryMarvel we represent multiple events happening at the same time by

including them in the same panel. Figure 3.10 shows two players attacking and defending

at the same time. Similarly, the QueryMarvel panel shows chest pain and stomach pain

happening at the same time. Formally, we have the same Z and CO as before, but

CT={CT0,1=[0,0]}.

Temporal constraint 3: Event A happens after event B with specified time

distance: Comic strips use a text label at the top of a panel to indicate that the events

depicted in it occur a specific amount of time after the events in the previous panel.
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Real comic QueryMarvel

Figure 3.10: “Same time” temporal constraint

QueryMarvel uses the same technique to represent time distance constraints. For exam-

ple, Figure 3.11 shows that the second conversation occurred one minute after the first

conversation. Similarly, the QueryMarvel panel shows stomach pain happening 10 days af-

ter chest pain. Formally, we have the same Z and CO as before, but CT={CT0,1=[10,10]}.

Real comic QueryMarvel

Figure 3.11: “Time distance” temporal constraint

The text label can be used to represent a variety of temporal relationships such as

“in over 10 days,” “within 10 days,” or “10-50 days,” which correspond to the intervals

[10, +inf), [0, 10], and [10,50].

Temporal constraint 4: Event happens at a specific time point: Comic strip

panels include a clock to convey that the events inside the panel occur at an absolute

time. QueryMarvel uses the same technique to represent absolute time constraints. For

example, Figure 3.12 shows the man checking the office supplies at 9:30. Similarly, the

QueryMarvel panel shows chest pain happening on the 10th day of the medical trial.
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Formally, we have: Z={Z0 = seqStart, Z1 = chestPain}, CT={CT0,1=[10,10]}, and

CO = ∅.

Real comic QueryMarvel

Figure 3.12: “Absolute time point” temporal constraint

Temporal constraint 5: Event happens during an absolute time range:

This is easily represented in QueryMarvel using the building blocks defined above. To

represent a specific absolute time point in QueryMarvel, we put a single clock showing

the desired time into a panel, which contains nothing else except this clock. Extending

from this method, we can intuitively represent an absolute time range. Figure 3.13 shows

3 examples. (A) shows a chest pain event happening between the 10th and 80th day

after the start of the medical trial (the timeline origin) by putting two panels with clocks

showing 10 and 80 before and after the chest pain panel. Similarly, (B) shows a chest

pain happens after the 10th day of the medical trial, and (C) shows a chest pain happens

before the 80th day of the medical trial. Formally, we have the same Z and CO as

before, but for example (A), we have: CT={CT0,1=[10,100]}; For example (B), we have:

CT={CT0,1=[10,+inf)}; For example (C), we have: CT={CT0,1=[0,80]}
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(A) (B) (C)

Figure 3.13: “Absolute time range” temporal constraint

3.2.3.4 Extensions

The mappings described above show how several constraint types can be mapped directly

to the comic strip metaphor. However, in order to fully support our temporal pattern

language described in section 3.2.2, we need to extend the existing comic strip concept.

Extension 1: Negation: based on our experience, the negation of event plays an

important role in temporal event patterns. For example, it is desirable to represent

patterns such as something other than stomach pain happens after taking medicine X.

QueryMarvel represents negation by putting a red cross over an event icon. The left

picture in Figure 3.14 shows “something other than stomach pain happens.” Formally,

we have: Z={Z0 = neg(stomachPain)} and CO = CT = ∅.

Figure 3.14: “Negation” extension

Extension 2: Nothing happens: As stated before, when we put two panels in

a sequence, it only indicates that there exist two time points t1 and t2 on the timeline

when certain events happen. It is possible that some other events happen in between
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t1 and t2, before t1, or after t2. Although it is intuitive and useful in some cases, it

is desirable in some other scenarios to explicitly specify that nothing happens during a

period of time. Fortunately, in comic strips, there exists a set of intuitive signs that

everybody understands, one of which is the “sleeping” sign consisting of three or more

“Z”s. Using its inherent meaning, we take the “sleeping” sign as a representation of

“nothing happening” in QueryMarvel.

In Figure 3.15, (A) is a real cartoon showing the usage of “ZZZ” sign. It is pretty

clear for all readers that this man is sleeping in a hammock. (B) shows a comic strip in

QueryMarvel where we put the “ZZZ” sign in between taking medicine and chest pain.

It means “taking a medicine, and then nothing happens until having a chest pain”. (C)

shows another example of using “ZZZ” in QueryMarvel, where we put “ZZZ” in a absolute

time range. It means that nothing happens after the 10th day of the medical trial.

(A) (B) (C)

Figure 3.15: Using “ZZZ” to represent “Nothing happens”

Extension 3: Or: As described before, putting several event icons into one panel

means they happen together at some time (AND). QueryMarvel supports OR constraints

using the grid panel. The cells in the grid represent the branches of the OR, and it

is possible to insert multiple events in each cell. This represents a disjunction of con-

junctions. Figure 3.16 shows an example where chest pain OR stomach pain happens at

some time. Formally, we can split it into two query patterns, “having a chest pain” and
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“having a stomach pain.” Formally, for query pattern 1, we have Z1={Z0 = chestPain}

and CO1 = CT1 = ∅. In query pattern 2, we have Z2={Z0 = stomachPain} and

CO2 = CT2 = ∅. The matching results will be the union of results from each pattern.

Figure 3.16: “Or” extension

Note that grid panels are also used in real comics, but for a different purpose. They

usually use it to represent different things happening at the same time at different places.

In QueryMarvel, since we use a more direct way to represent events happening at the

same time, and we don’t encode location information in snippets, we change the meaning

of grid panel to representing “or” relationship, which seems to be more intuitive and

direct.

Extension 4: Object constraints: The default object constraint in QueryMarvel is

to match all events on the same object. However, it is often useful to represent temporal

constraints that relate events on different objects (owners). For example, in a system

monitoring domain, each object might represent different equipment, such as “server 1”

and “server 2.” Users want to specify patterns across different objects, such as “server

1 is down within 10 minutes after server 2 is down.” In QueryMarvel, we introduce

“tags” to represent object constraints. If we want different objects to match events, we

attach different color tags to these events, and if we want the same object to match

these events, we give the tags the same color. If we want a specific object to match an
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event, we put the identifier of the object on the tag. Figure 3.17 illustrates the use of

tags. A red down arrow represents the “server down” event. (A) shows a constraint

where one server goes down and then a different server goes down. (B) shows the case

where specific servers go down one after the other. Formally, both of the cases have

the same Z and CT: Z={Z0 = serverDown, Z1 = serverDown} and CT = ∅. In

terms of CO, the first case has: CO = {CO0 = BE(0, 1)}, while the second case has

CO = {CO0 = U(0, s1), CO1 = U(1, s2)}.

S1 S2

(A) (B)

Figure 3.17: Object constraint

For convenience, if no tag is attached to event snippets, it means they match to the

same object.

Extension 5: Time distance between events from arbitrary panels: As de-

scribed in the previous section, using time distance text box to represent temporal dis-

tance is intuitive. However, it has one constraint: it can only specify temporal distance

between events in two consecutive panels. Sometimes users might want to specify tem-

poral constraints between arbitrary panels.

To tackle this problem in VizPattern, we use a “stop watch” metaphor. A stop watch

is used to measure time distance between two arbitrary time points. To start using a stop

watch, it needs to be reset first. Then, click its “start” button to start the timer. Some
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time later, click the button again to stop the timer. The number on the watch shows the

time distance between two clicks.

Using the same idea to specify time distance between panel P1 and P2, we first put a

stop watch in P1 with empty display to represent the start of a stop watch. Then, we put

another stop watch with the same color in P2 with number “X” in it to represent that

the watch is stopped here and the time span from the start is X. We can also put “>=x”

to represent “over x days”, “<=x” to represent “with in x days”, or “x-y” to represent

“in x to y days.” Stop watches are paired with colors. Therefore, users can put multiple

pairs of stop watches into the same QueryMarvel comic strip.

Figure 3.18 shows an example. It specifies that events “taking medicine X,” “chest

pain” and “stomach pain” happen in sequence, and also the “chest pain” happens within

60 days after “taking medicine X.” Formally, we have: Z={Z0 = takingMedX, Z1 =

chestPain, Z2 = stomachPain}, CT={CT0,1 = CT1,2=[1,∞), CT0,2=[0,60)}, and CO =

{CO0 = BE(0, 1), CO1 = BE(1, 2)}

Figure 3.18: Stop watch example

3.2.3.5 Visual Layout

Each comic panel organizes its contents by columns. Each column can have at most three

snippets. If certain snippets are larger, such as time-series event snippets or spatial event
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snippets, they take two snippets’ space. The number of columns is dynamically increased

or decreased based on the content. As a result, the width of the comic panel is determined

by the number of columns. If a comic panel has a time distance text box or a clock in

place, the positions of snippets will be push down to make space for them.

The layout of comic panels is like a real life comic strip. Based on the number of

panels and their sizes, comic panels can cross multiple lines. Users read panels from left

to right and from top to bottom.

3.2.3.6 An Example

To illustrate the expressiveness and intuitive nature of QueryMarvel, we show how it can

be used to specify the following complex temporal pattern: “patients who take medicine

X between 10th and 50th day, and then within 7 days have chest pain and stomach pain

at the same time, followed by feeling nausea for two consecutive days. In addition, the

first day of feeling nausea happens over more than 100 days after taking the medicine.”

Figure 3.19 shows the QueryMarvel comic strip.

Figure 3.19: A QueryMarvel comic strip example
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3.2.4 Expressivity

The expressivity of QueryMarvel can be better explained using a graph. In this graph,

different elements represent different things in a temporal pattern specification (section

3.2.2).

• Graph node: represents an event type. The name inside the node represents the

name of the event type. Each node can also be optionally labeled by an object

name to represent a unary object constraint.

• Solid edge: represents a temporal constraint. Each such edge is labeled by a time

interval representing the time distance between two ends of the edge.

• Dotted edge: represents a binary object constraint. Each such edge is labeled by

either “=” or “6=” to represent that the objects at two ends of the edge are equal

or not equal.

As an example, Figure 3.20 shows the graph for the temporal pattern example men-

tioned in the previous section (section 3.2.3.6). “seqStart” represents the time origin for

all the events (section 3.2.2).

Using the above graph representation, QueryMarvel can represent temporal patterns

whose graphs have at least one solid path consisting of solid edges that goes through all

the nodes. Every pair of nodes can be connected by one solid edge and one dotted edge.

The solid line can be labeled with arbitrary time intervals.

One particular kind of graph, as shown in Figure 3.21, cannot be specified by Query-

Marvel. The reason is that such graphs contain “branching timelines,” where several
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seqStart

takeMedX chestPain
stomach
pain

nausea nausea

[10, 50]

[0, 0][0, 7] [0, +inf) [1, 1]

[100, +inf)

= = = =

Figure 3.20: Graph representation of example pattern

events happen simultaneously on more than one timelines. QueryMarvel cannot rep-

resent parallel timelines because the default panel layout implies a single timeline. In

the future, we will investigate extensions to QueryMarvel to support parallel timelines

without destroying its ease of use and intuitive nature.

takeMedX chestPain

stomach
pain

nausea
Timeline1

Timeline2

Figure 3.21: Patterns containing branching timelines

3.3 Editing Comic Strip

In VizPattern, users define patterns by building QueryMarvel comic strips as described

in the previous section. VizPattern provides two ways for users to create and edit these
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comic strips: (1) from example by selecting visual snippets (e.g. icons or part of line

charts) from one or more input visualizations and dragging them to the comic strip

workspace, or (2) by direct manipulation of the comic strip.

3.3.1 Motivations

The reason for having these two methods of editing comics is motivated by the classic

scientific method depicted in Figure 1.1.

The first step of an iterative data analysis process is to construct a hypothesis based

on certain questions after a series of observations. In our case, the questions often come

from the examples spotted by users when they are browsing the input visualizations.

It would be intuitive to construct patterns which embody the hypothesis directly from

those examples, which is exactly the purpose of our “comic strip editing from example”

method.

After constructing the pattern and seeing the results, users might discover that the

hypothesis is false or partially false. In those cases, they want to be able to create

variations of the current pattern, or even create new patterns, in order to refine their

hypotheses, and continue with another iteration of the data analysis process. Such tasks

require fast and easy editing to existing patterns, which is the reason why we design the

“direct manipulation comic strip editing” method.

These two methods in VizPattern make the whole data analysis process flow more

smoothly. In the evaluation section (section 4.1.2), we also discovered that a large number

of the users use both methods when analyzing temporal patterns.
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3.3.2 Design Overview

One important design goal of comic strip editing is to make it easy for users while avoiding

errors and surprises. To achieve this goal, we have the following design principles:

First, the anticipation principle. For every editing operation, VizPattern automati-

cally anticipates possible actions, and provides clear visual feedback. For example, when

a user wants to add a certain comic element by dragging it to the comic strip area, Viz-

Pattern will show a set of possible dropping points (yellow triangles) to guide the user.

When the user drags the element around certain dropping point, it turns green, indicat-

ing the element will be inserted there. In this way, users always know what their next

steps will be. Figure 3.22 shows an example where user drags the PANEL icon from the

toolbar to the second potential dropping point.

Figure 3.22: Example of dropping points

Second, the use of animations. Animations are extensively used in comic strip editor.

They not only add fun to the experience of using the software, they are also helpful

allowing users to clearly see the state transitions.

For example, in VizPattern when users add a panel to the comic strip, all the panels

after the insertion point will smoothly change their positions to make space for the new

panel, and at the same time, the newly added panel will scale from nothing to its normal
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size. From this animation, users can clearly see how the new panel affects the whole

comic panel layout, as well as the visual differences before and after adding the new

panel. Figure 3.23 shows the animation process of adding a new panel.

Figure 3.23: Animation when adding a comic panel

As shown in following sections, other animations are also used, including showing

bubbles, adding snippets, changing comic panel order, deleting snippets, and etc.

3.3.3 Comic Strip Editing from Example

As briefly described in section 3.1, when users spot certain interesting examples from the

input visualization, they often want to construct a pattern directly from the example.

In such cases, the most intuitive way is to drag the snippet of spotted example into the

VizPattern workspace to construct the pattern.

As stated in section 3.2.3.2, VizPattern supports three types of snippets. The following

sections show how they are created from example. In order to make the process work

exactly as the following sections show, input visualizations have to follow the instructions

described in section 6.2.1.2 to add the dragging support.

3.3.3.1 Creating Categorical Event Snippet from Example

Icons are the most common form of representing a categorical event. Figure 3.24 shows

the whole process of dragging an icon from input visualization to VizPattern workspace.
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Step 1 Step 2 Step 3

Figure 3.24: Example of comic strip editing by example

• Step 1: User initiates the process by dragging the mouse on a icon. A ghost image

appears by the mouse showing the image of icon and the description of the event

that this icon represents. The border color of the description denotes the dot color

in the result analysis panel, which will be described in detail in section 3.4.

• Step 2: When user moves the dragging image on top of the VizPattern workspace,

it automatically gains focus. Then a set of visual indicators appears. The yellow

indicators tells user the potential “dropping points.”. When user moves the dragging

image close to one of the indicators, it turns green indicating the active dropping

point.

• Step 3: If user drops the dragging image in between panels, a new panel containing

this image will be inserted. If user drops the dragging image within the panel, the

dragging image will be inserted to the panel. In this example, we dropped the icon

in between the two existing panels.
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3.3.3.2 Creating Time-Series Event Snippet from Example

As stated in section 3.2.2.3, a time-series event is represented by a shape selected from line

chart or bar chart, and it also has a set of additional information to guide the similarity

search.

The first two steps of creating a time-series event snippet are almost the same as the

steps in the previous section, except that in step 1, users need to select a chart area of

interests first, then initiate the process by start dragging the selected area. The ability

to select chart area is not part of the dragging support that VizPattern provides. It is

the input visualization’s responsibility to implement, which is quite easy to do for most

visualization systems. Actually, a large number of them already have this functionality

in their systems.

In step 3, after dropping the snippet into the VizPattern workspace, VizPattern will

need a set of information in order to interpret and generalize the snippet. As stated in

section 3.2.2.3, this information includes:

• The time-series data points included in the snippet

• The name of the shape

• The anchor point of the shape

• The threshold value

• The vertical offset flag

As shown in section 6.2.1.2, the dragged time-series snippet already contains the

information of the included time-series data points.
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To get the information about name, anchor point, and vertical offset flag, VizPattern

shows a pop-up bubble asking users to provide this information by answering a set of

questions. Figure 3.25 shows an example process.

Figure 3.25: Creating a time-series event snippet from example

In Figure 3.25, we first select a portion of one patient’s cholesterol chart, and then

drag it into the VizPattern workspace. After dropping it, a bubble pops up. It first asks

users to choose an anchor point, which could be the start or the end of the shape. If

users choose the third option, which is both the start AND the end of the shape, an extra

comic panel, containing the exact same snippet whose anchor point is at the end, will

appear on the fly as Figure 3.26 shows. This choice is convenient for certain scenarios,

for example a pattern where an event “X” happens during a time-series event (shape), in

which case users can put the panel containing the event X’s icon between the two panels

shown in Figure 3.26.
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Figure 3.26: Selecting both start AND end anchor points

Next, the bubble asks users to name the snippet. Users should enter a meaningful

name that can capture the trend of the snippet. In this case, we name the snippet “slow

descent” which is exactly what the snippet shows.

Finally, it asks whether users care about the vertical offsets of the matches, whose

concept is described in section 3.2.2.3.

To get the information about the threshold value, users will provide a maximum

allowed distance for a single time-series data point in the snippet, and the threshold

value is calculated by multiplying this distance by the number of points in the snippet. As

shown in section 6.2.1.2, the maximum allowed distance will be sent to VizPattern along

with the time-series data points when dragging is initiated. In this way, the threshold

value is totally controlled by users and can be easily changed in different scenarios.

There are multiple ways to edit this value, which will be described in details in section

3.3.4.11 and 3.4.2.3.
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3.3.3.3 Creating Spatial Event Snippet from Example

As stated in section 3.2.3.2, the spatial events that VizPattern support are spatial re-

lationships between two objects constrained by a distance range. Similar to the first

step in section 3.3.3.2, users need to select these two objects in the input visualization

before dragging them. Again, input visualizations should implement the object selection

function.

In step 3, after dropping the snippet into the VizPattern workspace, VizPattern will

need a set of information in order to interpret and generalize the snippet. As stated in

section 3.2.2.3, this information includes:

• The two objects in the snippet

• The maximum/minimum distance between these two objects

• The name of the snippet

As shown in section 6.2.1.2, the dragged spatial-temporal snippet already contains

the information of the two objects.

To get the information about the distance range, VizPattern shows a pop-up bubble,

where users have two ways to specify the distance range. Figure 3.27 shows an example

process.

In Figure 3.27, we first selected a house and a factory from an input visualization (a

map showing houses and factories) and drag the selection into the VizPattern workspace.

After dropping the selection, a bubble pops up asking how far we want the distance

between the house and the factory. The default distance number is picked from the
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Figure 3.27: Creating a spatial event snippet from example

dragged example. Users can choose from a list, which uses the default distance number,

or they can enter their own. Users can also edit this value later, which will be described

in detail in section 3.3.4.12.

For the name of snippet, VizPattern will automatically generate a name based on the

name of two objects and the distance range.

The create-snippet-from-example technique is useful as it enables users to directly use

the examples they see in the input visualizations to define their patterns. In this way,

users are not faced with a blank canvas. It is an easy and convenient start for exploratory

analysis tasks. However, patterns created by this method are often very simple. Users

are likely to refine them later. In addition, users might want to create certain patterns

whose examples are hard to find from input visualization. In these cases, direct comic

strip editing will come in handy.
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3.3.4 Direct Manipulation Comic Strip Editing

This section shows how users can edit the comic strip directly after constructing it from

the example, or creating a pattern from scratch. After each editing action, the matching

results will be updated in real time based on the new pattern.

Figure 3.28 shows the comic strip editing toolbar at the top of the VizPattern workspace.

This toolbar contains a set of comic editing tools that can be easily used to create corre-

sponding comic strip elements.

Figure 3.28: Comic Strip Editing Toolbar

3.3.4.1 Editing Panels: PANEL Tool

To add a panel, the user drags the PANEL icon from the toolbar. When released at

one of the potential dropping points, an empty comic panel will be inserted. Figure 3.29

shows the process.

Figure 3.29: Adding comic panel

To remove a panel, the user drags the panel out of the comic strip area, then releases

it. It will show a poof animation to indicate the panel is removed. Figure 3.30 shows the

process.
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Figure 3.30: Removing comic panel

To change panel’s order, the user drag-and-drops the panel to the target position.

The rest of the panels will dynamically change their positions.

3.3.4.2 Editing Characters: CHARACTER Tool

Each snippet in QueryMarvel represents an event. As stated in section 3.2.3.2, they are

the characters in the comic strip.

To add a snippet, the user drags the CHARACTER icon from the toolbar, and drop

it at one of the potential dropping points. Similar to dragging snippets from input visu-

alization, the dropping points could be between panels, or within panels. After dropping

the CHARACTER icon, a bubble containing a list of available snippets will pop up for

the user to choose. The snippets in this list include all the categorical events in input

visualizations as well as the time-series and spatial events that users create. Section

3.5.1.1 will provide detailed information on how VizPattern has the knowledge about the

data of input visualization. Figure 3.31 shows the snippet list bubble after dropping the

CHARACTER icon into one empty panel. Notice that it includes a time-series event

snippet “Slow descend” just created in section 3.3.3.2.
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Figure 3.31: Adding snippet

To edit a snippet, users click on the snippet, and the same snippet list bubble will

pop up and allow users to choose a different snippet.

To remove a snippet, users simply drag the snippet out of the panel that it belongs

to. The snippet will be removed after the poof animation. Figure 3.32 shows the process

of removing a snippet.

Figure 3.32: Removing snippet
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3.3.4.3 Creating Time-Series Snippet from Scratch

Section 3.3.4.2 shows a very easy way to directly add categorical temporal event snippets.

For time-series event snippets, VizPattern also provides an intuitive way to create them

from scratch.

In Figure 3.31, at the bottom of the snippet list shows an item named “CREATE

TIME SERIES FROM SCRATCH.” Click it, and a new “CREATE TIME-SERIES SNIP-

PET” bubble appears, as shown in Figure 3.33.

1

2

3

Figure 3.33: Creating time-series snippet from scratch

1. The “Type” drop down menu allows users to select which type of chart they want

to create. The type information is populated from input visualizations. In this

example, we select the type “CHOLESTEROL.”
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2. In this part, users can use their mouse to freely sketch a shape. A time-series snippet

will be generated based on the sketched lines and selected chart type. Users can

easily change the number of points that the snippet contains by dragging the right

side of the sketch area, and they can also edit the value range of the snippet. After

users finish sketching the shape, the snippet images in the comic panel, as well as

in this bubble, will all update to reflect the newly sketched snippet.

3. The “NAME”, “ANCHOR” and “VERTICAL OFFSETS” have the same meanings

as described in section 3.2.2.3.

3.3.4.4 Editing Clocks: CLOCK Tools

As stated in section 3.3.4.4, clock represents the absolute temporal constraint.

To add a clock, drag the CLOCK icon from the toolbar into a panel. After dropping

the clock, a clock editing bubble pops up asking for the time value. As users type in

the value, the clock image updates in real time to provide instant feedback. Figure 3.34

shows the process of adding a clock.

Figure 3.34: Adding a clock

To edit a clock, click on the clock, and the same clock editing bubble pops up for

entering the new time value.
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Another way to edit the time value is by a method called “number slider.” First, move

the mouse above the time number in the clock image. The background of the number will

turn to yellow. Next, press the mouse button down on the number, then drag to left or

right while holding down the button to decrease or increase the time value continuously.

Figure 3.35 shows how to use the number slider to change the time value.

This method extends the technique of dynamic queries described in [41]. Their system

uses traditional sliders to allow users to continuously change database query criteria and

see how results change dynamically. Using the same idea, VizPattern allows users to do

dynamic temporal pattern queries by dragging on the numbers that represent temporal

constraints. Similar techniques are also used in other editing operations which will be

described in the following sections.

Figure 3.35: Using “number slider” to continuously change time value

To remove a clock, simply drag the clock out of the panel it belongs to. The clock

will be removed after the poof animation. The process is similar to removing a snippet.

3.3.4.5 Editing Time Distance Text Box: TIME DISTANCE Tool

As stated in section 3.2.3.3, a text box at the top of certain panel represents the time

distance from the events in the previous panel to the events in the current panel.
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To add a time distance text box, drag the TIME DISTANCE icon from the toolbar

into a panel. After dropping, a time distance editing bubble pops up asking for the

time distance value. Users can enter “=x” or “x” to represent “IN x DAYs”, “<=x”

to represent “WITHIN x DAYs”, “>=x” to represent “IN OVER x Days”, or “x-y” to

represent “IN x to y DAYs”. Similar to the clock editing bubble, as users type in the

value, the text box image updates in real time to provide instant feedback for users.

Figure 3.36 shows the process of adding a time distance box.

Figure 3.36: Adding time distance text box

To edit a time distance text box, click the text and the same time distance editing

bubble pops up where users can enter the new value. Users can also use the “number

slider” method to edit the time distance number continuously. Figure 3.37 shows the

usage of “number slider” on a time box.

Figure 3.37: Using “number slider” to continuously change time distance value

To remove a time distance text box, simply drag it out of the panel it belongs to.
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3.3.4.6 Editing Stop Watch: STOP WATCH Tool

As stated in section 3.2.3.4, stop watches are used to specify time distances between

events from non-adjacent panels.

To add a stop watch, drag the STOP WATCH icon from the toolbar into a panel.

After dropping, a stop watch editing bubble pops up where users can select its color and

its type (start or end stop watch). If users select the end stop watch type, they also need

to enter a end time value. Figure 3.38 shows an example where a start stop watch is

being added to a panel.

Figure 3.38: Adding a stop watch

To remove a stop watch, simply drag it out of the panel.

Stop watches always come in pairs: a start stop watch and an end stop watch. If only

one of them is added, VizPattern will ignore its effect.
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3.3.4.7 Editing Negation: NEGATION Tool

As stated in section 3.2.3.4, a red cross on a snippet represents the negation of the event

that the snippet represents.

To add a negation sign, drag the NEGATION icon from the toolbar onto a snippet.

After dropping, a red cross will appear on the snippet. Figure 3.39 shows the process of

adding a negation sign.

Figure 3.39: Adding a negation sign to a snippet

The visual feedbacks are also used in this case. When the user starts dragging the

NEGATION icon, a yellow dotted cross appears on top of each snippet indicating the

potential drop points. When the user moves the mouse close to certain snippet, the

dotted cross turns green indicating the target drop point.

To remove a negation sign from a snippet, simply “shake” the snippet using the mouse

a few times, and the red cross will be shaken off.

3.3.4.8 Editing Tag: TAG Tool

As stated in section 3.2.3.4, tags represent the object constraints.

To add a tag to a snippet, drag the TAG icon from the toolbar onto a snippet. After

dropping the icon, a tag editing bubble pops up for selecting a tag color to specify part of
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a binary object constraint, or an object ID to specify a unary object constraint. Figure

3.40 shows the process of adding a tag.

Figure 3.40: Adding a tag to a snippet

To remove a tag from a snippet, simply drag the tag off the snippet.

3.3.4.9 Editing Grid Panel: GRID Tool

As stated in section 3.2.3.4, the grid panel represents the “or” logical relationship.

To add grid to a panel, drag the “GRID” icon onto a panel, which will add a grid to

this panel. Figure 3.41 shows the process of adding a grid to a panel. We deliberately

inserted randomness into the process, so the thickness and tilt direction of each grid line

look different.

Figure 3.41: Adding a grid to a panel
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When a panel has grids, users can drag snippets into any grid. Users can also drag

snippets from one grid to another.

To remove a grid, simply grab the grid line and drag it outside the panel it belongs

to. The snippets in the grids that are separated by this grid line will merge together.

Figure 3.42 shows an example process.

Figure 3.42: Removing a grid from a panel

3.3.4.10 Editing “Nothing Happens” Sign: NOTHING HAPPENING Tool

As stated in section 3.2.3.4, there is a special snippet called “nothing happens” represented

by a “ZZZ” icon. In our comic editor, this icon is located at the end of the toolbar. Users

can drag it in between panels, as Figure 3.43 shows.

Figure 3.43: Adding “nothing happens” snippet

To remove it, simply drag it out of the comic strip area.
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3.3.4.11 Editing Threshold Value in A Time-Series Event Snippet

As stated in section 3.3.3.2, the threshold value is estimated automatically after users

drop the time-series snippet into the VizPattern workspace. To edit it, click on the

number and a bubble pops up asking for the new value, as Figure 3.44 shows.

Figure 3.44: Editing threshold value in a time-series event snippet

Users can also edit the threshold value continuously using the dynamic queries tech-

nique introduced in section 3.3.4.4. Figure 3.45 shows an example process.

Figure 3.45: Editing threshold value using the “number slider”

3.3.4.12 Editing Distance in A Spatial Event Snippet

As stated in section 3.3.3.3, users can specify the distance value at the time of creating the

spatial event snippet. Users can also edit the distance afterwards: click on the number

and a bubble pops up asking for the new distance. Like editing the time distance text

box in section 3.3.4.5, users can enter “=x” or “x” to represent “EXACT x”, “<=x” to
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represent “WITHIN x”, “>=x” to represent “OVER x”, or “x-y” to represent “x to y”.

Figure 3.46 shows an example.

Figure 3.46: Editing distance in a spatial event snippet

Users can also edit the number in distance range continuously using the dynamic

queries technique introduced in section 3.3.4.4.

3.3.5 Unlimited Undo/Redo Support

In VizPattern, each comic strip editing action is recorded in a journal. At any time,

users can easily undo any number of actions to restore the query pattern to a previous

state, which will also update the matching results to that state immediately. Using this

technique, users can comfortably and quickly perform what-if analysis.

3.3.6 Query Pattern Serializations

Reusability is a key issue in iterative data analysis process. VizPattern allows users to

save and load query patterns. Interestingly, none of the systems presented in the related

work chapter (chapter 2) addresses this issue.

To save the current query pattern, users select “Save Query” menu item from the

“File” menu. The query pattern will be saved in XML format with “vpq” file extension.
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Users can load any saved queries at any time by selecting “Load Query,” which will load

the query pattern into the comic strip area, and VizPattern will automatically conduct

a search based on the loaded query.

3.4 Result Analysis Panel

While patterns enable users to formulate hypotheses about phenomena they expect to see

or not see in the underlying data, the matching instances provide evidence for the hypoth-

esis. VizPattern provides many capabilities for visualizing and analyzing the matches to

see outliers and patterns within the matches. The objective is to support an iterative

cycle whereby users can progressively refine their hypothesis based on insight gained from

analyzing the matches.

3.4.1 Analyzing Matching Results

The matching results and a set of analysis tools are shown in result analysis panel, which

is below the QueryMarvel panel. It is organized to support the well-known information-

seeking mantra: overview first, zoom and filter, then details-on-demand [42]. Figure 3.47

shows the result analysis panel for the pattern to identify patients who suffer a chest pain

followed by a stomach pain after taking medicine X.

3.4.1.1 Displaying Matching Results

Matching results are shown using a dot-and-line style [15], where each dot represents a

matching event and each line represents a temporal gap between events. The ID of each

result is displayed at the beginning of each record. VizPattern automatically updates
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Figure 3.47: Result overview panel

the results in real-time after every editing operation on the QueryMarvel comic strip.

Through VizPattern Connector, the matching results are also sent to input visualizations

in each update, where those results are highlighted in their own displays.

Initially, the display is zoomed to show the complete set of matches in time axis so

that users can quickly gain an overview of the matches in a glance, and see outliers or

patterns that develop within the matches. The number of matches is displayed beside the

panel title. The time points of the first matching event for every match are also displayed

as yellow triangle markers on the time line. Clicking on a marker scrolls the display to the

corresponding match. The results are grouped into pages. Each page has 100 matches,

and users can use the page controllers to flip through pages.

When users click on certain matching records, the input visualizations from where

the snippets were dragged are automatically scrolled to show the corresponding matching

record, and the matching events are also highlighted.
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Figure 3.48 shows the input visualization after the user clicks the matching record

“p75” in Figure 3.47. The three matching events for “p75” are highlighted by red rectan-

gles, and the whole record “p75” is highlighted in green. The record “p71” is highlighted

as well because it is also one of the matching records.

Figure 3.48: Matching results highlight in input visualization

3.4.1.2 Result Detail View

Users can obtain details on demand by clicking on a match: the dot-and-line entry ex-

pands to show the result detail view. Figure 3.49 shows a closer look at the result detail

view for matching record “p75”.

In result detail view, the timeline is automatically zoomed to best fit all matching

events. For each matching event, its snippet image and the time it gets matched in

this record are displayed. It also shows the temporal lengths of gaps between matching
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Figure 3.49: Result detail view example

events. In Figure 3.49, we can see that patient “p75” took medicine at time 38, and had

a chest pain and a stomach pain at time 118 and 261 respectively. The gap between

taking medicine and the chest pain is 80 days, and the gap between the chest pain and

the stomach pain is 143 days.

In addition to showing the detail information of the matching events, the result detail

view also shows the events that are not included in the pattern. They are displayed on

top of the timeline with faded snippet images. Our example shows that there is another

chest pain for patient “p75” between the matched chest pain and stomach pain.

When two matching events are closed to each other, result detail view will automati-

cally put them into different levels to decrease visual clutter. Figure 3.50 shows such an

example.

Figure 3.50: Result detail view showing matching events in different level
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Result detail view also works smoothly when time-series event is included in the

pattern specification. When displaying the matching time-series event, result detail view

will show the whole chart in grey as the context, and highlight the matching area of the

chart as well as its anchor point in red color. Figure 3.51 shows an example.

Figure 3.51: Result detail view showing time-series matching event

3.4.1.3 Filtering and Sorting Matching Results

Users can filter results using a time range controller on the time line by simply dragging

the time range end points (red square brackets). The filtered out matches are hidden to

make the matches inside the range stand out.

Figure 3.52 shows an example where we filter the record by the second matching event

(the red dot). The default filtering target is the whole span of the matching record. By

clicking the button at the head of the time line, users can choose different filtering target.

In this case, we choose the “second event.” When mouse over the time line, the time

value of the filtering range will be displayed on top of both red square brackets. In our
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example, the filtering range is from 182 to 213. After the filtering, only four records are

left.

Figure 3.52: Filtering matching results

To help users understand relationships among matches, VizPattern allows users to

sort the results based on the time of particular matching event, the length of the gap

following an event, or the total span of a match. If the pattern specification includes

time-series events, users can also sort the matching records by their threshold values. For

the sorting direction, users can choose either ascending or descending.

For example, the left screenshot in Figure 3.53 shows sorting the matching results in

ascending order by the time of their second matching events, which is the red dot. Users

can easily tell which matching event is the current sorting target by its slightly larger

shape. The right screenshot shows sorting the matching results in descending order by

the length of their second gaps, which is the gap between the red dot and the green dot.

The corresponding gaps are highlighted by darker and thicker lines.

3.4.1.4 Statistics Information of Matching Results

The right of the result analysis panel shows the statistics information of matching results.

The top shows a histogram of the matches according to the criterion used for sorting.

Figure 3.54 shows a closer look at the histogram area.
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Figure 3.53: Sorting matching results

Figure 3.54: Histogram view

In this example, the x axis is the time when the first matching event is matched, which

is the current sorting target. The y axis is the number matches. From the histogram,

we see that the first matching events (taking medicine X) all happen within the first 56

days.

The histogram also provides a simple comparison function. To do this, users first

click the arrow button at the corner and select “pin current result for comparison,”

which will essentially “save” the current histogram chart. Then, if users change the

pattern specification and get new results, the new histogram will be overlaid by the

pinned histogram, and users can easily see the differences.

Figure 3.55 shows an example where we pinned the histogram from Figure 3.54, and

changed the pattern to “having a chest pain followed by stomach pain within 100 days
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after taking medicine X.” The pinned histogram is displayed in transparent red, and the

new histogram is displayed in normal grey. Their differences are easy to spot.

Figure 3.55: Comparison in histogram view

Below the histogram is other statistical information such as minimum, maximum,

and average values for the selected sorting criterion. They are interactive and connected

to the result overview panel. For example, if the user clicks on the maximum value, the

result overview panel will automatically scroll to the clicked matching record, and expand

it to show its detail view.

3.4.2 Pattern Refinement from Matching Results

The capabilities for reviewing pattern matching results give users the ability to identify

matching instances that they consider irrelevant or to conclude that perhaps the con-

straints in the pattern are too loose or tight. For example, users may find patterns where

the onset of chest pain happened too long after the last dose of medicine was taken, or

they may be curious to see the results with stomach pain instead of chest pain.

VizPattern allows users to refine patterns iteratively by manipulating the results. In

this way, users are able to spot missing elements in the pattern from the current matching

results, and easily incorporate them into the pattern specifications, and thus reformulate

their initial query [52] [55].
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3.4.2.1 Refining Temporal Constraints

Users can introduce or refine time constraints by dragging the lines sideways in the result

detail view. While they drag the line, VizPattern shows the precise time distance between

its end-points. When users release the mouse, the system shows a menu with alternative

interpretations of the time constraint (within, exactly, at least). Then, when users move

the mouse over the choices in the menu, the comic strip updates to show how the comic

strip would be updated if users select the corresponding choice. The anticipation design

principle introduced in section 3.3.2 is applied here.

For example, in Figure 3.56, the user sees that in the matching record “p75,” the

stomach pain event happens too long (143 days) after the chest pain event. The user

wants to refine the pattern to include only those situations when the stomach paint

happens within 30 days after the chest pain. All the user has to do is to drag the gap

line between the chest pain and the stomach pain until the number becomes 30. When

the user releases the mouse, the menu with the alternative interpretations appears, as the

bottom picture shows. Once the user selects an option, VizPattern immediately updates

the comic strip and the matching results.

3.4.2.2 Refining Events

Users can also refine other aspects of the pattern conveniently. For example, in Figure

3.57, the user sees that there is another chest pain event between the matched chest pain

and stomach pain events in matching record “p75,” and he wants to add this chest pain

to the pattern specification. The user simply clicks on the chest pain snippet, and selects
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Figure 3.56: Refine time constraints from matching result

“Add this to the pattern specification.” VizPattern will automatically insert a panel

containing this event to the correct spot in the sequence to reflect the new pattern.

Figure 3.57: Add events to pattern specification from matching result

If user doesn’t want any other events between the matching events, he can simply

click on the empty area between the matching events, and select “I want no other events

in between here.” VizPattern will automatically add a “nothing happens” sign between

the selected events, as Figure 3.58 shows.
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Figure 3.58: Add “nothing happens” signs from matching result

Finally, users can easily change the type of the event directly from the result detail

view by clicking on event’s snippet. The same snippet list will pop up as shown in section

3.3.4.2.

3.4.2.3 Tightening Threshold Values of Time-Series Events

When the pattern specification includes time-series events, users might want to edit the

threshold values in certain situations, because as stated in section 3.3.3.2, the threshold

value is estimated and likely to be loose. In these cases, VizPattern provides a convenient

way to tighten the threshold based on the result. As the user browses the result details

and sees an example of a loose match, he simply clicks on the snippet of the time-series

event in the result detail view, and selects “Too loose” from the pop-up menu. VizPattern

will automatically reduce the threshold value so that the matching results that are looser

than the selected example are not matched with the new threshold value. Figure 3.59

shows an example where we tighten the threshold value of a time-series event from 2.50

to 1.72.
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Figure 3.59: Tighten threshold value from matching result

3.5 VizPattern Connector

One of the major contributions of VizPattern is that it is designed to work with existing

visualization systems, rather than only visualizations specifically created for VizPattern.

We did this by adding a middle layer component VizPattern Connector that connects the

input visualizations to VizPattern.

VizPattern Connector has two main responsibilities: transferring data from input

visualizations to VizPattern, and sending results back from VizPattern to input visual-

izations.

3.5.1 Transferring Data to VizPattern

There are two places where input visualizations need to transfer data to VizPattern. The

first place is when input visualizations are being initialized or populated, they need to send

the underlying data that they use to build their display to VizPattern in order to build
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VizPattern’s knowledge base. This phase of data transfer, which we call the “initial

data transfer,” must be done before VizPattern can conduct any pattern matching

operations. The second place is when users drag snippets from input visualizations to

VizPattern to construct QueryMarvel comic strip. We call this phase of data transfer the

“on-demand data transfer.”

3.5.1.1 Initial Data Transfer

In order to build a knowledge base about the underlying data that input visualizations

use to generate their displays, VizPattern requires that all the input visualizations must

transfer their underlying data to VizPattern before it can conduct any pattern matching

operations, because the pattern matcher will need those data to build indices.

As stated in section 3.2.2.2, there are three types of data that VizPattern supports:

categorical temporal data, time-series data, and spatial-temporal data. VizPattern de-

fines a set of methods that allow input visualizations to transfer all three typs of data to

VizPattern. The implementation details will be provided in section 6.2.1.1.

By supporting three types of temporal data, VizPattern has the ability to connect to

a wide range of visualizations as its input. After receiving data from input visualizations,

VizPattern has the total knowledge and control of the source data. However, in order

to make the transferred data work smoothly with the pattern matcher, we still need to

conduct a series of operations before using the data. This will be described in detail in

section 3.6.
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3.5.1.2 On-Demand Data Transfer

One important interaction between input visualizations and VizPattern is that users can

directly drag snippets from input visualizations and drop them in VizPattern workspace

to construct QueryMarvel comic strips which represent temporal patterns. This process

essentially converts the temporal data used in input visualizations into events used in

pattern language and pattern matcher. The formal definitions about this process are

described in section 3.2.2.3.

VizPattern defines a set of methods that input visualizations should call during the

drag-and-drop operation to complete the on-demand data transfer. Detail will be pro-

vided in section 6.2.1.2.

3.5.2 Sending Results from VizPattern

After each comic strip editing, VizPattern will conduct a pattern matching using the

current temporal patterns specified by QueryMarvel comic strip. The matching records

will be displayed in results analysis panel, as well as highlighted in corresponding input

visualizations.

To do this, VizPattern will broadcast the matching results to all the input visualiza-

tions. The matching results have sufficient information about which input visualization

it belongs to and where the matches locate in the original displays. Input visualizations

can easily use these information to highlight the results.

Implementation details will be discussed in section 6.2.2.
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3.6 Pattern Matcher

As stated in section 3.2.2, the formal definition of the temporal pattern that our Query-

Marvel comic strip can express consists of a set of event names, a set of temporal con-

straints, and a set of object constraints. The source data is an event sequence. The goal

is to find all the events combinations in the event sequence that satisfy the temporal and

object constraints.

A similar problem, known as “non-contiguous sequence pattern matching” problem,

has been extensively studied in many literatures,such as [48] [33] [34] [28]. The only

difference is that they don’t model “object” in their temporal event definitions, thus they

don’t consider object constraints during the pattern matching process. We adapted the

data structure and algorithm in [28], which is an index based approach with simpler

index structure and better performance compared to similar systems, and incorporated

the object constraints into the process.

3.6.1 Data Structure

According to the definition, an event has three major components: event type s, time t,

and object o. Therefore, it is convenient and intuitive to decompose the event sequence

T by creating one table Ts for each event type s. Each table stores the ordered time

positions of all occurrences of s in T, along with the object of the event. To accelerate

range queries, a sparse B+ tree Bs is built on top of each table. Tables are indexed

by event types to better organize and access them. Because of the design of our index

structure, only one scan of T is needed to build all indices and tables. It also enables us
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to do online index building. In other words, we can add an event to the index on the fly.

All we need to know is event type, time, and object of the added event.

The following is an example of the index structure. Suppose an event sequence as

follows, where “a”, “b” are event types, and “o1”, “o2” are objects.

(10,o1,a), (15,o2,a),(18,o2,b),(20,o1,a),(25,o1,b),(30,o1,b),(40,o1,a),(50,o2,a)

The index built from the above event sequence is shown in Figure 3.60.

ROOT

a bEvent Type Index

Ta

10 10 20 20 40

o1 o2 o1 o2 o1

Position

Object

B+ Tree

18 25 30

o2 o1 o1

Position

Object

B+ Tree

Tb

Figure 3.60: Example index structure

3.6.2 Building Index

The foundation of the pattern matching algorithm is to build index tables from the

source data. As described in section 3.5.1.1, the source data are transferred from input

visualizations, which consist of three different types of data: categorical temporal data,

time-series data, and spatial data. The following sections will provide detail information

about how pattern matcher incorporates different types of data to build its index.
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3.6.2.1 Building Index from Categorical Temporal Data

As described in section 3.2.2.3, the basic categorical temporal data unit transferred from

input visualizations has the same definition as “event” used in the above index structure.

Therefore, building index tables from categorical temporal data is trivial: when receiving

categorical temporal data, simply put them directly into the index.

3.6.2.2 Building Index from Time-Series Data

As described in section 3.2.2.3, the events in time-series data that users are interested

in are certain “shapes” which satisfy a set of additional shape information provided by

users. Those information only becomes known to VizPattern when users drag an area

in a time-series chart and drop it into the VizPattern workspace, as described in section

3.3.3.2. At that time, the pattern matcher will start a process called “lazy indexing”.

Formally, the “lazy indexing” for time-series data has the following four steps:

1. User selects an area in time-series chart in input visualizations to indicate an event

of interest, and drags it into the VizPattern workspace.

2. Pattern matcher conducts a similarity search, and locates a set of similar areas.

As described in section 3.2.3.2, when the user drops a time-series event snippet, he

must provide a set of information about this snippet, such as name, threshold, and

whether he cares about the vertical offset of the matches. This information will be

fed to the similarity search algorithm to assist the search.

Pattern matcher currently uses normalized Euclidean distance as the default similar-

ity metric, and sequential scan as the default similarity search algorithm. Euclidean
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distance is a very popular metric; in fact about 80% of published work in data min-

ing uses Euclidean distance [22]. The similarity search algorithm is designed to be

pluggable. Users can provide their own algorithms, such as dynamic time warping

[7] [23].

3. Pattern matcher creates a new event for each of these areas returned by similarity

search. The event type for each newly created event is the name entered by users

after dropping the time-series snippet, and the time is the starting time or the

ending time of the area based on the anchor point provided by users.

4. Pattern matcher adds these newly created events into the index to create their index

tables on the fly.

This is a novel contribution to extend the well known event matching algorithm in

[28] to handle time-series data.

Figure 3.61 shows an example process of the above four steps.

First, user selects a bell shape in patient’s cholesterol level line chart, and drags it to

VizPattern workspace. He names it “Bell” and specifies the anchor to be the start of the

shape. Then, pattern matcher conducts a similarity search, and finds 2 more matches,

whose starting time are 40 and 80 respectively. Next, pattern matcher create three events

from the 2 matches and 1 original selection. Finally, these three events are inserted into

the index.
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Figure 3.61: Lazy indexing for time-series data

3.6.2.3 Building Index from Spatial-Temporal Data

As described in section 3.2.2.3, the events in spatial-temporal data that users are inter-

ested in are certain “spatial relationships” between two objects which satisfy a distance

range. The distance range only becomes known to VizPattern when users drag two ob-

jects from a map and drop them into the VizPattern workspace, as described in section

3.3.3.3. At that time, the pattern matcher will start a similar “lazy indexing” process.

Formally, the “lazy indexing” for spatial-temporal data has the following four steps:

1. User selects an area in map visualizations to indicate an closeness relationship

between two objects, and drags it into the VizPattern workspace.
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2. Pattern matcher conducts a search to find all the other object pairs that satisfy

the closeness relationship. since all the spatial data are indexed by their times and

locations, the search process will be fast.

3. Pattern matcher creates a new event for each of these object pairs returned by the

search in previous step. The event type for each newly created event is automatically

generated by VizPattern, and the time of each event is the time that the matched

closeness relationship happens. For object, the new event stores both objects of the

object pair.

4. Pattern matcher adds these newly created events into the index to create their index

tables on the fly.

3.6.3 Query Algorithm

To evaluate the query, we first transform the query specification into a multiway join query

between the corresponding tables, using the temporal constraints as the predicates. There

are numerous evaluation plans for a series of joins. Following the traditional database

query optimization approach, we can transform the joins to a tree of binary join, where

the intermediate results of each join are fed to the next one.

For example, in Figure 3.62 the pattern specification has 4 corresponding index tables:

Ta, Tb, Tc and Td. The number in the figure shows the evaluation (join) order we take

using our algorithm.

Each join could be efficiently computed by index nested loops join (INLJ) [37]. Specif-

ically, INLJ first scans the left (outer) join input once. For each table entry, INLJ applies
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Figure 3.62: Evaluation plan

a range selection query on the index of the right (inner) input according to the tempo-

ral constraint. The selected entries should also satisfy the object constraints if any are

defined. Since every table is indexed by a B+ tree, INLJ can be applied to every INLJ

operator in the above plan layout. In addition, INLJ is a non-blocking operator. It can

start the join processing without waiting for the whole left input. Hence, the final join

results can be produced before the whole input is available. For INLJ, the best perfor-

mance is gained when the outer input is significantly smaller than the inner one. Many

queries can be saved by avoiding accessing irrelevant data from the inner input.

Another join operator we could use is merge join (MJ) [37]. Since our event type

tables are always sorted, MJ can be directly applied for leaves of the evaluation plan.

If we implement MJ such that the intermediate result table is also ordered, then we

could also use MJ to join intermediate results. MJ is also a non-blocking operator. The

performance of MJ is better than INLJ when the join has low selectivity, or the inputs

have similar size.

Before doing each join operation, the pattern matcher will automatically select the

better join operator based on the size of two inputs in order to get the best performance.
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Chapter 4

Evaluations

The evaluations are grouped into two main categories: user studies and system evaluation.

4.1 User Studies

We conducted two separate user studies. In the first study, we compared our visual

pattern language QueryMarvel with a form-based pattern language PLForm, to show the

benefits of QueryMarvel in pattern specification and pattern interpretation. In the second

study, we compared our visual analysis system VizPattern as a whole with an existing

state-of-the-art system Lifelines2 [49] by solving a set of real-life problems, to show that

VizPattern is better in terms of speed, error rates, and user satisfaction.

4.1.1 QueryMarvel Evaluation

This user study will examine the following hypothesis:

Hypothesis 1: Ordinary users can use QueryMarvel to both understand and create

temporal event patterns with a wide range of complexity, and they can do it faster and

with fewer errors than an alternative form-based method.
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4.1.1.1 Evaluation Design

Our evaluation compares QueryMarvel with PLForm, a forms-based interface to specify

temporal patterns. The syntax of PLForm is based on the entire model described in

section 3.2.2. By using PLForm, we are able to free participants from remembering the

complex syntax of the pattern language and typing. While PLForm is our own creation,

it is representative of existing form-based query systems such as [41][15][49].

Figure 4.1 shows an example of PLForm. The left panel is used to define events: each

line defines an event, and has a menu to select the event type. Buttons allow users to

easily add and delete event types. The right panel is used to define temporal constraints:

each line represents a temporal constraint. Menus allow users to select the events related

by the constraint, and a text field enables users to enter the relationship as an interval (in

our evaluation we did not penalize users for syntax errors). Buttons allow users to easily

add and delete temporal constraints. In order to simplify the form language, we didn’t

provide a mechanism to specify object constraints in PLForm even though QueryMarvel

supports object constraints.

Figure 4.1: PLForm
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4.1.1.2 Participants and Data Set

26 people participated in the evaluation: 22 graduate students and 4 faculty mem-

bers from various departments including Electrical Engineering, Computer Science, Eco-

nomics, Education, Biology, Business, Theater, Law, Civil Engineering, History and Man-

agement. All participants use computers every day. Only 7 came from the Computer

Science department.

The data and domain used in evaluation is similar to the example presented in section

1.1. The only difference is that the evaluation used 8 events instead of 4.

4.1.1.3 Evaluation Procedures

The evaluation was conducted over the Internet. The evaluation software was instru-

mented to record all user interface actions, and was packaged so that it could be launched

from a web page (a Java WebStart application). The software included a pause button

so that users could interrupt the evaluation if they needed to do so. Upon completion,

the software automatically uploaded the evaluation results to a server.

The evaluation is divided into two sections, one for PLForm and another for Query-

Marvel. The order is randomly selected (15 participants got the QueryMarvel section

first). Each section has four parts:

Part 1: Training: In this part, training materials are provided in web pages. Text,

images, and video clips are used to explain the basic concepts of each system, and to

present examples to help participants understand the concepts. In order to make the

evaluation as accurate as possible, the example data used in the training is different from
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the data used in the tests. We recorded the total time for each participant to read the

training materials.

Part 2: Pattern Interpretation: In this part, 9 questions with three difficulty

levels are given to the participants. Each screen contains only one question. In each

question, a system screenshot is shown, and participants are asked to write the meaning

of the patterns specified by the screenshot in plain English. We ask participants not to

worry about the spelling, structure, and use of words in the final answer.

Questions are divided into three levels: 3 questions for easy patterns containing 1-2

events and simple temporal constraints (no absolute time constraints); 4 for medium level

patterns containing 2-3 events and moderate temporal constraints (including absolute

time constraints); and 2 for hard patterns containing all temporal elements. The questions

were not biased towards either interface. They were selected based on the formal definition

of the pattern language and designed to make sense in the medical domain used in this

evaluation. The questions are ordered from easy to hard. The time spent in each screen

is accumulated and recorded. An example screen from the PLForm section is shown in

Figure 4.2.

The following shows one sample answer from each level to illustrate the levels of

complexity:

• Level 1: Chest pain following a headache.

• Level 2: Swelling joint between the 20th and 40th day of the trial after taking

medicine.
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Figure 4.2: Screenshot for pattern interpretation evaluation

• Level 3: Dry mouth more than 30 days after taking medicine, followed by chest

pain and headache at the same time before the 100th day of the trial.

Part 3: Pattern specification: In this part, 9 questions of three levels are given

to the participants. In each question, a temporal pattern is described in plain English,

and participants are asked to specify it using PLForm or QueryMarvel. We disabled the

QueryMarvel info panel in this part because PLForm does not have this feature. The

criteria of different levels are the same as the pattern interpretation part. To make the

results more accurate, the patterns in sections 2 and 3 are different. The time spent for

each question is recorded. A sample screen from the QueryMarvel section is shown in

Figure 4.3.

The following list shows one sample question from each level to show the difference

in complexity in pattern specification questions.

• Level 1: Having a chest pain more than 28 days after a headache.
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Figure 4.3: Screenshot for pattern specification evaluation

• Level 2: After taking medicine, both stomach pain and chest pain happen at the

same time.

• Level 3: After taking medicine, something other than stomach pain happens at

the 20th day of the trial, followed by a headache which happens after the 60th.

Part 4: Survey: This part presents a survey with 16 questions from the Ques-

tionnaire for User Interaction Satisfaction (QUIS 7) [32]. We also asked participants to

provide feedback about their experience using the two systems. Figure 4.4 shows the

screenshot of survey form for PLForm.

4.1.1.4 Results and Discussion

Our evaluation compares the effectiveness of QueryMarvel and PLForm by comparing the

times to complete the training, interpretation, and pattern specification sections of the

evaluation, by comparing the error rates in the interpretation and specification sections,

and by comparing the user satisfaction scores.
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Figure 4.4: Screenshot for survey

Efficiency evaluation: Table 4.1 shows the average of the times (in seconds) that

users spent on the training, interpretation, and specification sections of the evaluation.

The table breaks down the interpretation and specification data into easy, medium, and

hard task levels. The last column shows the percentage difference of the PLForm minus

QueryMarvel times (negative numbers indicate that users completed the tasks faster using

QueryMarvel). An asterisk “ * ” marks statistically significant differences based on the

paired-difference t-test with a 95% confidence level (p-value < 0.05). Figure 4.5 plots

the mean values of time spent in each group of table 4.1 (except training) with standard

error bars.
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PLForm QueryMarvel % diff

Training 550.3 752.9 36.7% *
Pattern Interpretation (average time in each level)
Easy 48.44 38.72 -20.0%
Medium 177.52 66.56 -62.5% *
Hard 265.69 125.57 -52.8% *
All 154.09 70.39 -54.5% *
Pattern Specification (average time in each level)

Easy 72.34 33.23 -54.1% *
Medium 92.90 49.90 -46.3% *
Hard 185.95 79.25 -57.3% *
All 114.17 55.90 -51.8% *

Table 4.1: Time summary

The results show that participants spent 3 to 4 additional minutes learning Query-

Marvel compared to PLForm (36.7% more). This is because QueryMarvel uses a new

interaction paradigm that the training materials had to cover, whereas participants were

familiar with forms, so there was no need for training on how to operate the PLForm

user interface. The time differences for the interpretation and specification tasks are all

statistically significant except for the easy interpretation tasks.

Users did not make up the training time difference during the 9 interpretation and

specification tasks, but if the differences hold as users perform more tasks, it would re-

quire only 40 interpretation or specification tasks to make up the training time difference.

However, more importantly, as the next section shows, users of QueryMarvel made sig-

nificantly fewer errors.

The results also suggest that QueryMarvel effectiveness increases as the complexity

of the patterns increases. The time difference between the easy level and the hard level

using QueryMarvel is only 46 seconds, whereas in PLForm this number is 113 seconds.

We believe the reason is that PLForm users must bridge a bigger representation gap
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Figure 4.5: Time means with error bars for QueryMarvel evaluation

between a pattern written in English and a form, whereas the gap with the QueryMarvel

comic strip is much smaller.

Accuracy evaluation: In this part, we graded answers as correct (1.0), partially

correct (0.5) and incorrect (0.0). We gave a partial score when the temporal events are

all correct, but when temporal constraints were reversed, when there were off-by-one

errors or there were redundant temporal constraints.

Table 4.2 shows the accuracy results. The data is broken down and analyzed for

statistical significance as in the previous section. Figure 4.6 plots the mean values of the

scores with standard error bars.
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Table 4.2 and Figure 4.6 show that QueryMarvel achieved higher accuracy scores in

interpretation and specification for all levels of difficulty. The differences are statistically

significant on the aggregate scores and in 4 out of the 6 levels.

61.1% of all errors occurred because participants treated absolute time ranges as rel-

ative temporal constraints. This happened both in PLForm and QueryMarvel, especially

in the specification tasks. The reason may be that the English descriptions of these two

kinds of temporal constraints use similar words, and may have been confusing to many

participants.

PLForm QueryMarvel % diff

Pattern Interpretation (average score)
Easy 0.82 0.97 18.3% *
Medium 0.75 0.93 24.0% *
Hard 0.61 0.68 11.7%
All 0.74 0.90 20.3% *

Pattern Specification (average score)
Easy 0.86 1 16.5% *
Medium 0.70 0.78 12.9%
Hard 0.29 0.56 96.4% *
All 0.66 0.81 22.7% *

Table 4.2: Accuracy summary

13.9% of all errors occurred because many participants wrote down the temporal

intervals in reverse order in PLForm. This is likely to happen if participants didn’t pay

enough attention to the detailed definitions in the training materials. However, this kind

of error was never made in QueryMarvel, where temporal intervals are clearly displayed

using easy to understand text boxes instead of abstract intervals.

Another interesting observation is that in one of the PLForm interpretation questions,

we checked two negation checkboxes in 2 of 4 events and 42% of the participants didn’t

see them. However, in a similar question in QueryMarvel, 100% of the participants saw
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Figure 4.6: Score means with error bars for QueryMarvel evaluation

the negation sign (the red cross) and provided the correct answers. This shows that the

use of visual elements in QueryMarvel can effectively help users understand temporal

patterns faster and more accurately.

User satisfaction evaluation: We surveyed participants on 16 questions taken

from QUIS 7 [32]. The questions covered the user satisfaction categories shown in Table

4.3. QueryMarvel scored better in all categories, and the score difference is statistically

significant (marked by “ * ”).

The largest difference comes from the Learning category, which suggests that users

found QueryMarvel easier to learn, perhaps because they spend more time training on it.

Several users reported using QueryMarvel was fun, and many provided suggestions,

which we discuss in chapter 7.
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PLForm QueryMarvel

Overall Reaction * 5.58 7.94
Screen * 7.02 8.52
Terminology * 6.47 7.78
Learning * 5.52 8.40
System Capabilities * 6.76 8.12
Total Average * 6.14 8.08

Table 4.3: Average QUIS scores (9-point scale)

4.1.2 VizPattern Evaluation

This user study examines the following hypothesis:

Hypothesis 2: Ordinary users can use VizPattern to solve real-life problems with

different complexities faster and with fewer errors than an alternative state-of-the-art

visual analysis system.

4.1.2.1 Evaluation Design

In this evaluation, we compared VizPattern with a state-of-the-art visual analysis system

Lifelines2 [49]. The reason we chose Lifelines2 are as the following: First, like VizPattern,

Lifelines2 focuses on discovering patterns of events. Second, its user studies show the

benefits of its “Align, Rank and Filter” framework with up to 60% improvement over the

traditional visualization system, which we believe is a very good baseline for comparison.

Third, Lifelines2, from the Human-Computer Interaction Lab in Maryland University,

was published in 2008. It represents the state-of-the-art research in this field.

Since we weren’t able to obtain the source code of Lifelines2, we implemented it

ourselves strictly by the description in [49]. Figure 4.7 shows its interface.
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Figure 4.7: Lifelines2 interface

The main panel shows records vertically on alternating background color and identified

by its ID in bold font on the left. Each record has a set of events whose names are displayed

under the ID. Each event occupies a whole line. By default, all the records are presented

using the same absolute time scale. Different icons represent different types of events.

They are positioned on their own event lines, and their horizontal offsets are calculated

based on their timestamps (when those events happen). The display is fitted so that the

entire data range fits in the screen.

The panel to the right is the main control panel, where users have access to three

major tools: align, rank, and filter (ARF framework). Using the “align by” tool, users

can choose any occurrence of any available event type to align by. After the alignment,

all the records are aligned by the chosen event on a vertical line. The time scale becomes
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relative to the aligned event, and labels on the timeline become “+40” or “-80” and so

on. For example, in Figure 4.7, records are aligned by the first “BREAKFAST” event.

By default, records are listed in alphabetical order. Using the “rank by” tool, users can

change the order to the number of occurrence of any event. A red number in parentheses

appears next to the corresponding event name in each record. For example, in Figure

4.7, records are aligned by the number of “BREAKFAST” events. We can see that the

first record after the ranking is P05 who has 2 breakfasts.

Finally, users can filter the records by the number of occurrences of any available

event type, or by certain event sequence. The records that satisfy the filtering condition

are highlighted in green. For example, in Figure 4.7, records are filtered by sequence “GO

TO WORK followed by BREAKFAST.” There are 3 records left all of which have such

event sequence. The record P02 is one and is highlighted in the screenshot.

To make it more powerful, users can combine and use these tools together. Accord-

ing to the user studies presented in [49], Lifelines2 shows up to 60% improvement over

the traditional visual inspection method when answering questions involving temporal

relationships among different events.

4.1.2.2 Participants and Data Set

In the first user study, we had 26 participants. Most were graduate students. In this

study, we wanted to reach a wider audience. Our web-distributed evaluation program

gave us a good foundation to accomplish that. In order to have more participants, we

used one of the services that Amazon provides: Mechanical Turk.
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Mechanical Turk is a market where anyone can post tasks to be completed and specify

prices paid for completing them. The inspiration of the system was to have human

users complete simple tasks that would otherwise be extremely difficult for computers

to perform. It has very huge user base. In March 2007, Amazon claimed the user base

of Mechanical Turk consisted of 100,000 users from over 100 countries [36]. However,

since it was not designed as a research evaluation platform, some challenges emerged

when adapting this system for our use, including its low participation costs and short

task convention, malicious users, and the unknown nature of the Mechanical Turk user

base [25]. We used a series of methods to tackle these challenges. First, we made our

payment ($3) much higher than average payment in Mechanical Turk (less than 10 cents)

to attract more users. For the issue of malicious users: Mechanical Tuck allows us to

approve/deny results before transferring the payment, which is a great mechanism to

find out the malicious users (for example, some malicious users took very little time

going through questions but didn’t answer them). Finally, we required participants to fill

out their occupations and education levels in order to make sure they met our standards.

Using Mechanical Turk turned out to be very rewarding. In a period of 24 hours,

we received 50 responses, which is the maximum number based on the payments we

prepaid. After filtering, we got 42 valid results from America, India, Singapore, and

Canada. 16 are graduate students, majoring in Computer Science, Electronic Engineer,

Statistics, Law, MBA, and Civil Engineering. 12 work for government, and the rest are

from various companies and fields, such as graphic designer, accountant, web designer,

system engineer, and so on. All have at least college educations.
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Along with 22 graduate students who did the first user study, we had 64 participants

in total.

The data set used in this user study consist of synthetic scholastic records for 50

graduate students. Data are academic events such as “submitting a paper,” “submitting

a thesis proposal,” “thesis defense,” “taking a class exam,” or “submitting a job applica-

tion.” The time span for all the records is 1 year (day 0 to day 365). We intentionally

used the same kind of data described in [49] to provide a fair comparison.

4.1.2.3 Evaluation Procedures

For the first user study, we developed a similar evaluation program instrumented to record

all user actions and times, and packaged so that it could be launched from a web page

(a Java WebStart application). At the end of the program, the results are populated as

texts, which users submit by Mechanical Tuck submission system, or by email.

The evaluation was divided into 2 independent sections. One section evaluated the

Lifelines2 system, and the other section evaluated the VizPattern system. The order

of the sections was random. In each section, participants were asked to solve 5 real-

life questions using the corresponding system. We recorded the time to complete each

question, their answers, and every action they took on the interface. Each section has

three parts:

Part 1: Training: In this part, similar to our first user study, multimedia training

materials were provided to participants in web pages, including texts, screenshots, and

tutorial videos. To ensure that participants actually understand each system, we provided

4 quizzes testing various knowledge points during the training. Participants had to answer
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all correctly before entering the next part. In order to make the evaluation as accurate

as possible, the example data used in the training was different from the data used in the

evaluation questions. We recorded the total time taken to finish the training materials.

Part 2: Evaluation Questions: In this part, 5 questions were given, and partic-

ipants answered them using the corresponding system. The questions from each system

were the same, but we informed the participants that the data was different, so that they

could not just remember the answers and copy them from one system to another. In order

to provide a fair comparison, we intentionally selected 3 questions from the evaluation

in the Lifelines2 paper [49]. We made minor modifications based on our data set. We

didn’t change anything that could potentially alter the difficulty of these questions. For

the other 2 questions, we consulted 2 staff members who work at the graduate student

department in UCLA, and created questions based on their real working needs and ex-

periences. The overall complexity is ordered from easy to hard. For each question, other

than final answers, we asked participants to write down their strategies as well, such as

steps they took, major tools they used in the corresponding system, and how they used

them to answer the question.

Time spent answering each question was accumulated and recorded. We ignored the

time spent typing the answers and strategy. We also specified a 10-minute maximum time

for answering the question. If they could not do so, the question would be automatically

skipped. Participants could also choose to give up the question by checking the check

box at the bottom of each question screen if they believed the current question too hard

to answer using the corresponding system. In such cases, we recorded 10 minutes as the

completion time for this question.
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In each evaluation question screen, participants could pause the time recorder by click-

ing the pause button. We instructed participants to do so whenever they were interrupted

during the evaluation, such as by a phone call.

Participants could also review the training materials when answering the evaluation

questions by clicking the help button. We recorded the times each participant clicked the

help button.

A sample evaluation question screen for VizPattern is shown in Figure 4.8.

Figure 4.8: Screenshot for evaluation question screen for VizPattern

The questions and their design rationale are discussed below.

• Question 1: How many students submitted a paper within 60 days after proposal?

• Question 2: How many students submitted at least 2 papers between proposal

and defense?

• Question 3: How many students had a class test and submitted a paper at the

same time in the last 100 days of the year?
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• Question 4: What occurred most often within 40 days of student’s first paper

submission?

• Question 5: How many students had their defense within 80 days after submitting

the job application? What about 60 days? What is the minimum number of days

within which more than 1/5 of the students (10 students) had their defense after

submitting the job application?

Question 1 was picked from the Lifelines2 paper [49]. Participants were expected

to come up with the best strategy without too much difficulty using either Lifelins2 or

VizPattern, because the description is straightforward and similar questions also appeared

in the quizzes from the trainings. However, since there is no effective way to quantify

the temporal relationship in Lifelines2, participants had to count the results by visual

inspection. Therefore we hypothesized that the benefits of using VizPattern, which has

very easy ways to specify precise temporal relationships, would be obvious.

Question 2 was also picked from the Lifeline2 paper [49]. As stated in [49], this ques-

tion simulated the process of confirming a hypothesis about certain patterns of events. It

is conceptually more complex, but if participants could master Lifelines2, then they would

realize that using an exact sequence filter in Lifelines2 would be best and fastest. The

same sequence should be also straightforward to construct using VizPattern. Therefore,

we hypothesized that there shouldn’t be too much difference between the two systems.

Question 3 was a new question. In question 1 and 2, we focused on evaluating the

“before/after” temporal relationships. In question 3, we intended to evaluate another

two important temporal relationships: “same time” and “absolute time range.” There is
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no clear way to solve this problem in one step in Lifelines2. Although participants can

use “align by” to aid their search, they still need to intensively use visual inspection to

find the final results. In VizPattern, this pattern would be straightforward to specify.

Therefore, we hypothesized that the benefits of using VizPattern would be significant.

Question 4 was again picked from the Lifeline2 paper [49]. This question simulated a

process of discovering new patterns around sentinel events [49]. For both Lifelines2 and

VizPattern, there is no clear way to solve it in one step, and both systems have their

own advantages and disadvantages for this question. In Lifelines2, participants could

utilize the “align by” tool to align the records by the “1st paper submission,” which

might help narrow down the records for the following visual inspections. In VizPattern,

participants don’t need to actually count the records one by one, but there is no clear

way to constrain the matching results to the specific occurrence of a certain event (in this

case, the 1st paper submission). Therefore, we expected that there would still be benefits

using VizPattern, but the difference would be less significant.

Finally, question 5 was a new question. Its nature is more explorative, because it

doesn’t simply ask participants to count the number of students that satisfy certain

temporal pattern. This question also represents one of the real-life problems that two

UCLA staff members with whom we consulted encountered in their working experiences.

To guide the participants and make the question more understandable, we divided this

question into 3 smaller steps. From this question, we wanted to evaluate the pattern

refinement capability for both systems. To do this in Lifelines2 requires a huge amount

of time doing intensive menu selection, visual inspections, and relative comparisons. In

VizPattern, using the dynamic pattern refinement technique makes the task much easier.
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As a result, we hypothesized that a significant amount of participants would give up this

questions when using Lifelines2. But when using VizPattern, they would have much less

trouble and the benefits over Lifelines2 will be the most significant.

Part 3: Survey: Similar to the first user study, this part presents a survey with

16 questions from the Questionnaire for User Interaction Satisfaction (QUIS 7) [32]. We

also asked participants to provide feedback and suggestions about their experience using

the two systems.

4.1.2.4 Results and Discussion

We break down the results into three major parts: efficiency evaluation, accuracy evalu-

ation, and user satisfaction evaluation.

Efficiency evaluation: In this part, we compare the completion time of training

and answering each evaluation question for both Lifelines2 and VizPattern. Table 4.4

shows completion time in seconds. The last column shows the percentage difference

(negative numbers indicate that participants answer the question faster using VizPattern).

An asterisk symbol “ * ” marks statistically significant differences based on the paired-

difference t-test with a 95% confidence level (p-value < 0.05). Figure 4.9 plots the mean

values of time spent in each questions with standard error bars.

The results show that participants spent twice as much time to learn VizPattern

than Lifelines2, which is 16 minutes longer in average. This is because the training

materials of VizPattern included more than 11 minutes of video tutorials. VizPattern

has a non-traditional interface design, which requires more time to master than a form-

based interface as used in Lifelines2. In addition, some users reported that it took a long
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Lifelines2 VizPattern % diff

Training 424.7 1390.8 227.47% *
Question 1 305.6 83.4 -72.7% *
Question 2 158.7 97.3 -38.7% *
Question 3 398.2 133.8 -66.4% *
Question 4 402.4 274.6 -31.8% *
Question 5 509.9 188.4 -63.1% *
All (Average) 355.0 155.5 -56.2% *

Table 4.4: Time summary for VizPattern evaluation (in seconds)

time to load the video tutorials, which also contributed to VizPattern’s long training time.

Interestingly, participants made up the training time difference answering the following

5 evaluation questions.

For all the questions, using VizPattern was faster than using Lifelines2, and all the

differences were statistically significant. The results from question 1, 3, and 5 fit our ex-

pectation nicely, with large completion time differences between the two systems. Based

on the strategies provided by the participants, those questions require much visual in-

spection and comparison even after using the tools provided in Lifelines2. However, those

three questions are very straightforward to solve in VizPattern.

Time spent in question 2 didn’t fit our expectation perfectly. There was still pretty

large difference between the two systems. From participants’ strategies, we found out

that only 66% of the participants (42 participants) chose to filter the records by the exact

sequence when using Lifelines2. The rest still used the “align and count” strategy, which

is time consuming. From the next accuracy evaluation section, we see that this behavior

also leads to more mistakes.

Time spent in question 4 when using VizPattern is the longest among the 5 questions.

Participants’ recorded actions confirm that this is due to the extra visual inspections
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Figure 4.9: Time means with error bars for VizPattern evaluation

required to answer this question when using VizPattern. However, it was still faster than

using Lifelines2.

From the results, we can see that the tools provided in Lifelines2 cannot effectively

relieve the needs of intensive visual inspection and comparison, which are very time

consuming. In question 5, using Lifelines2 to solve the problem is so painful that 62.5% of

the participants (40 participants) chose to give up the question. When using VizPattern,

only 7.8% (5 participants) gave up the question 5. Although the give-up rate for other

questions are low for both systems (less than 5% percent each), many users complain

about the frustrations of using Lifelines2 directly in their answers.
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Accuracy evaluation: In this part, we graded answers to each question as correct

(1.0) and incorrect (0.0). For question 5, which have 3 sub-questions, we divided the

whole score into 0.25, 0.25 and 0.5 respectively. When a question is given up or skipped,

we assigned a score 0.0 to that question.

Table 4.5 shows the accuracy results. The results are broken down by questions and

analyzed for statistical significance as in the previous section. Figure 4.10 plots the mean

values of the scores with standard error bars.

Lifelines2 VizPattern % diff

Question 1 0.46 0.97 110.9% *
Question 2 0.80 0.98 22.5%
Question 3 0.13 0.83 566.67% *
Question 4 0.46 0.79 72.7% *
Question 5 0.28 0.85 207.3% *
All (Average) 0.41 0.87 112.2% *

Table 4.5: Accuracy summary for VizPattern evaluation

From the results, we can see that VizPattern achieved higher accuracy scores for

all questions. Except for question 2, differences between two systems for all the other

questions are statistically significant.

Question 1 is our easiest question. Using VizPattern, only two participants got the

wrong answer. However, when using Lifelines2, more than half of the participants got

the wrong answer. The results meet our expectation. It is also interesting to see how

significantly the visual inspection impacts accuracy.

Question 2 has the minimum difference among all five questions, but it still has more

than 20% difference, which did not meet our expectation. As stated in the previous

section, some of the participants didn’t use the best way (filtering by exact sequence) to

solve this problem. Instead, they still used “align and count” method, which apparently is
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Figure 4.10: Score means with error bars for VizPattern evaluation

error-prone. The fact that a large number of the participants who used this method have

off by 1 or 2 answer proves this point. On the other hand, when using VizPattern, only

1 participant got the wrong answer because he specified the wrong pattern. From this

question, we can see that the form-based tools used in Lifelines2 is not intuitive enough

for participants to easily come up with the most straightforward solution compared to

VizPattern.

Question 5 is our hardest question. As we expected, many participants (62.5%) gave

up this question when using Lifelines2, leading to a very high error rate. On the other

hand, the error rate for VizPattern is relatively low. We expected participants to use the

dynamic queries technique (the number slider) to solve this problem. In fact, more than

80% of the participants who provided the correct answer used this technique. However,
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for the participants who provided the wrong answer, more than 90% didn’t use this

technique. From this, we see the dynamic queries played an important role for solving

this kind of explorative question.

We expected that question 5 would make the biggest difference, but the results didn’t

say so. Surprisingly, even when 62.5% of the participants chose to give up question 5,

question 3 still had the biggest difference among all the questions. From participants’

strategies and actions when using Lifelines2, we discovered that most people took the

first step correctly: align by either first “class test” or “paper submission” event and

then count. However, a large number of them forgot to align by the second “class test” or

“paper submission,” thus their answer was always less than the correct answer. However,

this kind of mistake never happens when using VizPattern, because once you specify the

correct pattern using QueryMarvel (most participants did), VizPattern automatically

takes care of all situations and returns the correct answer.

Question 4 has the maximum error rate for VizPattern among all 5 questions. It fits

our expectation, because even when using VizPattern, participants have to narrow down

the results by visual inspection since there is no way in VizPattern to directly specify the

“1st” paper submission. As a result, more mistakes occur during the visual inspection.

From the data we recorded, we also discovered that over 40% of the participants using

both Lifelines2 and VizPattern who provided the wrong answer didn’t even notice the

word “1st,” which we cannot prevent from happening.

From both time and accuracy evaluations, we can conclude that VizPattern performs

much better than Lifelines2. Summarized from participants’ actions that we recorded,

there are two main reasons. First, Lifelines2 doesn’t provide a way to precisely specify
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temporal relationships with numbers in them (for example, 60 days after proposal). Users

have to do all the visual filtering and counting that can be easily and automatically done

in VizPattern by using the time distance text box and clock. Second, the dynamic

queries technique in VizPattern provides a very easy way to dynamically change the

pattern specifications and get the feedback instantly, which is very useful when solving

explorative tasks like question 5.

The data set we used in this evaluation contains only 50 records. We can imagine that

in real-life scenarios, the number of records will be much more than 50, so the differences

between Lifelines2 and VizPattern would be even bigger.

User satisfaction evaluation: We surveyed participants on 16 questions taken

from QUIS 7 [32]. The questions covered the user satisfaction categories shown in Table

4.6. VizPattern scored better in all categories, and the score difference is statistically

significant (marked by “*”).

Lifelins2 VizPattern

Overall Reaction * 3.54 8.00
Screen * 5.44 8.01
Terminology * 5.22 8.00
Learning * 6.04 6.94
System Capabilities * 4.40 7.54
Total Average * 4.92 7.71

Table 4.6: Average QUIS scores for VizPattern evaluation (9-point scale)

From the results we can see that VizPattern is better in all the categories, and the

differences are statistically significant. The closet category is Learning, which suggested

that VizPattern is still easy to learn, but will take much more time.

Many participants reported that using Lifelines2 to solve those problems was very

frustrating. On the other hand, they also reported that VizPattern is “interesting” and
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“fun”. According to recorded actions, 3 participants were so interested in VizPattern that

they played the VizPattern interface for a long time while answering the questions. We

had to disqualified their results. From the recorded actions, We also discovered that when

using VizPattern, over 70% of users use both comic strip editing methods (constructing

from example and direct manipulation editing) described in section 3.3.

4.2 System Speed and Scalability Evaluation

One of the challenges mentioned in section 1.2 is that we want to design VizPattern as a

powerful, and at the same time an interactive and dynamic system. The most important

factors in such a system are speed and scalability. They are crucial to a productive and

pleasant user experience.

In previous sections of this chapter, we showed that the visual temporal pattern

language QueryMarvel and the VizPattern system itself are powerful enough to handle

complex tasks. In this section, we evaluate the pattern matcher, the key component that

affects the speed and scalability of the whole system the most, to see how it performs and

scales in different situations. Authors in [28], where we adapted our pattern matching

algorithm, have already done a similar evaluation. However, our adapted algorithm has

three differences from the original one. First, we incorporated object constraints into

the algorithm; Second, we re-implemented it in Java instead of C++; Third, VizPattern

serves as an enhancement to existing visualization systems while the original algorithm

works with temporal database system. Therefore, we believe it is necessary to do a new

evaluation.
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The machine running the experiments is an Intel Core-Duo 1.66GHz PC with 2 GB

memory. To smoothen the randomness, each experiment was executed 30 times with the

same parameters and we calculated the average values as the final results.

4.2.1 Building Speed and Size of Index

In this section, we evaluate the building speed and the size of index for our pattern

matcher. To do it, we generated a synthetic event sequence T, which is controlled by 4

parameters: the size of event sequence |T|, the average gap Ḡ between two consecutive

symbols in the sequence, the number of distinctive event types |S|, and the number of

distinctive object types |O|.

For the dataset size, we start from 1 million elements, which is fairly large for existing

visualization systems. For the average element gap, we choose from 10 to 360, which is

also a large range. For the number of distinctive event types and objects, we choose from

10 to 100 and 10 thousand to 100 thousand, which should cover real-life scenarios.

Figure 4.11 shows the index building time after fixing three parameter values and

varying the value of the forth one.

From Figure 4.11(a), we see that the dataset size affects the index building time the

most. When the dataset size is less than 5 million elements, the change in indexing time

is linear. After that point, however, the increases become non-linear. After reviewing the

experiment process, we found out that when dataset size is around 4 million elements, the

used memory is very close to the maximum allowed memory allocated for the Java virtual

machine. After that point, Java VM starts freeing physical memory by swapping it to

the disk, which involves extensive I/O operations, thus taking more time. This shows one
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Figure 4.11: Index building time

disadvantage of our algorithm: memory bound. It doesn’t scale well to handle a very large

dataset. However, VizPattern is originally designed to enhance the existing temporal data

visualization systems. To our knowledge, visualizing 4 million elements is pretty tough

for most of the existing visualization systems. In this sense, our in-memory algorithm is

fine. However, VizPattern also has the ability to connect to more scalable systems, like

a DBMS. For those cases, we need to redesign our pattern matching algorithm.

Looking at the numbers in Figure 4.11(a), we see that it takes around 10 seconds

to finish building the index for 1 million elements, and less than a minute for 5 million
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elements. Since building the index is a one-time operation, it is fair to conclude that our

algorithm works fine for building the index for fairly large datasets.

From Figure 4.11(b) (c) and (d), we see that the average gap size, number of event

types, and number of objects don’t affect the index building speed too much. Therefore,

our algorithm is scalable for these three parameters.

Figure 4.12 shows the index size after fixing three parameter values and varying the

value of the forth one.
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Figure 4.12: Index size

As seen in Figure 4.12(a), we were only able to collect data for dataset containing 1

to 4 million elements. As described before, when dataset size is greater than 4 million

elements, Java VM starts reallocating physical memory, which makes it very difficult to
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get the precise size of the index. However, we can clearly see a linear trend between the

dataset size and the index size. If we follow this trend, we see for 7 million elements, the

index size will be around 1.4 GB. Again, the results indicate that our algorithm doesn’t

scale well in terms of memory usage when dealing with large datasets. From Figure

4.12(b) (c) and (d), we see that the index size is not sensitive to average gap size, number

of event types, and number of objects. Therefore, our algorithm is scalable for these three

parameters.

4.2.2 Query Performance

In this section, we evaluate the performance of our pattern matching algorithm in different

situations.

For query patterns, we have 3 parameters: the size of query N denotes how many

events are in the query specification; the average length of temporal constraint R̄, which

ranges from 0.5·R̄ to 1.5·R̄; and the percentage of query event that has object constraint,

denoted by p. Their default values are N=4, R̄=100 and p=0.5. For the synthetic dataset,

the default parameters are: |T|=1M, Ḡ=100, |S|=80 and |O|=10K.

First, in Figure 4.13, we show query performance (query time) under different param-

eters of dataset.

Figure 4.13(a) plots the query time as a function of dataset size. Although in section

4.2.1, we show that building index for large dataset (over 1 million elements) will take

around a minute, here it only takes around 0.5 to 1.5 seconds to finish.
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Figure 4.13: Query performance under different dataset parameters

Figure 4.13(b) shows how the number of event types in the dataset affects the query

time. The result shows that more event types make the query run faster. This is because

more event types in the dataset results in high query selectivity.

Figure 4.13(c) plots query time as a function of average gap size. In this experiment,

we set the average constraint length R̄ equal to each gap size in order to maintain the same

query selectivity. The result shows that gap size doesn’t affect the query performance.

Next, in Figure 4.14, we show query performance (query time) under different query

pattern parameters. We use the default parameters for the synthetic dataset.
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Figure 4.14: Query performance under different query pattern parameters

Figure 4.14(a) plots query time as a function of event number in the query pattern.

It takes less than 1 second to finish the query in a dataset of 1 million elements. We see
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that the query time starts dropping after query size 4. This is because the majority of

the queries fail after the fourth event in query pattern.

Figure 4.14(b) shows how average temporal constraint length affects the query time.

The result shows that query time is almost independent of this factor. The slightly

ascending trend seen in the figure is because the greater the average temporal constraint

length, the less selective the query becomes. However, it won’t make much difference due

to the use of index technique in the algorithm.

Figure 4.14(c) shows how object constraints affect query time. In this case, we used

8 events in the query pattern, and we set R̄ to 200 to make the query less selective.

As the figure shows, the more object constraints, the faster the query executes. This

is because more object constraints make the query more selective, thus the number of

results decreases.

4.2.3 Discussions

From the evaluation results, we can conclude that the pattern matcher in VizPattern

performs well in terms of query speed. For a fairly large dataset containing around 2

million elements, users can get the query result around a second. In addition, for such a

dataset, the one-time index building process takes less than 30 seconds. The performance

of the pattern matcher is acceptable for an interactive and dynamic system.

However, since the current algorithm builds index in memory, the scalability of Viz-

Pattern is constrained by the machine’s available physical memory. Without changing the

algorithm, there are some ways to work around this problem. For example, users could

upgrade their computers with more memory. As the price of memory becomes cheaper,
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getting more memory is much less costly. For a computer with 4 GB memory, the al-

gorithm can handle a very large dataset containing approximately 20 million elements.

Another approach is to use the “Load/Save query pattern” feature described in section

3.3.6. Users could save the query pattern to a file, and each time only load part of the

data into memory, then load the query pattern to analyze the data. In this way, users

can analyze data in batches without draining the memory.

To completely solve this problem, we need to redesign the algorithm, which will be

discussed in chapter 7.
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Chapter 5

Applications

This chapter lists several real life and potential applications of VizPattern. The applica-

tion domains include multi-agent system, medicine, biology, event management system,

finance, and etc.

5.1 Medical Research

In this section, we demonstrate how to use VizPattern to analyze both categorical tem-

poral data and time-series data in medical domains.

5.1.1 Domain Introduction

In the medical field, temporal patterns of medical events play an important role. Some

examples are:

• Clinical trial patient recruitment: When selecting patients for clinical trials, ana-

lysts need to carefully review patients’ medical history in order to find the candidates

that satisfy the trial’s requirements.
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• Medical observational research: Medical researchers analyze existing de-identified

patients’ medical history to better understand health problems or study the effect

of treatments.

• Adverse drug reaction (ADR) analysis: ADR describes the harm associated with

the use of given medications at a normal dose. Patterns in ADR records may reveal

ADRs’ clinical significance and potential public health impact, which in turn could

lead to regulatory actions, labeling changes, or even product withdraw.

The examples above focus on analyzing the medical data in patients’ health records,

which may include both categorical temporal data (symptoms, diagnoses) and time-series

data (laboratory test results).

5.1.2 Problems

Previous work has shown that a timeline visualization for personal medical histories,

such as Lifelines [35], provide benefits over a tabular view. Some systems add analytical

components to the visualizations in order to help users with tasks that involve temporal

comparisons relative to important events [49]. However, as our user studies in section

4.1.2 shows, when tasks become more complicated, such as involving complex temporal

patterns with specific relative and absolute temporal constraints, the existing visual anal-

ysis systems cannot handle them very well. Users still need to go through the tedious

process of visual comparison and inspection to get the results. In addition, most existing

visual analysis tools in medical field cannot handle temporal patterns of mixed data type

(categorical temporal data and time-series data).
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5.1.3 An Example Scenario

We have shown some simple usage of VizPattern. Now, we look at a comprehensive

real-life example, and see how VizPattern could be used.

A drug called “nifedipine” is used to treat chest pain and high blood pressure. Com-

mon adverse reactions of nifedipine include flushing and peripheral swelling [31]. To help

researchers study and analyze the effect of nifedipine, we use a visualization similar to

Lifelines2 [49] to visualize 1000 patients’ medical history data related to nifedipine, as

shown in Figure 5.1. In this example, although the medical facts of nifedipine are real,

the data we used are synthetic. The purpose is to demonstrate how to use VizPattern in

such a scenario.

Figure 5.1: Visualizing patients’ medical history related to nifedipine
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In the visualization, the blue triangle denotes the first prescription of nifedipine; red

denotes the registration of chest pain; green denotes the registration of flushing; and

magenta denotes the registration of swelling. Each patient’s blood pressure values are

also recorded and visualized in line charts.

In this scenario, users will conduct two analysis. First is adverse drug reactions to

nifedipine. Specifically, the users want to know the characteristics of flushing and swelling

after patients take nifedipine. Second is the beneficial effects. In this case, they want to

confirm that nifedipine can lower the frequency of chest pain and blood pressure.

5.1.3.1 Using VizPattern to Analyze Adverse Drug Reactions

First, users analyze the relationship between prescription of nifedipine and flushing. To

start the process, users drag an icon of nifedipine (blue triangle) and an icon of flushing

(green triangle) into VizPattern workspace to construct a pattern “having flushing after

taking nifedipine.” As shown in Figure 5.2(A), 584 matches are returned, which means

flushing is a common adverse drug reactions for nifedipine. At this point, one question

may occur to users: is flushing a transient symptoms? To answer this question, they

first sort all matching records by the gap between nifedipine and flushing. Then, from

the histogram view shown in Figure 5.2(B), they immediately see that the majority of

matches have a gap from 0 to 64. This clearly indicates that the flushing is a transient

reaction. For more information, they refine the pattern to “having flushing within a

month after taking nifedipine” by putting a time distance text box “WITHIN 30 DAYs”

on the second panel, as shown in Figure 5.2(C). 202 matches are returned. Then the

users change the text box to “IN 30-60 DAYs,” and 23 matches are returned. At this
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point, they can conclude that flushing is a transient adverse drug reaction and limited to

the first month after the first prescription of nifedipine.

Figure 5.2: Using VizPattern to analyze adverse drug reactions

Using a similar procedure, users can analyze the relationship between prescription of

nifedipine and swelling.

5.1.3.2 Using VizPattern to Analyze Drug’s Beneficial Effects

First, users want to see whether nifedipine treats chest pain. This time, they directly

form a pattern in their mind to confirm this: “having no chest pain within a month after

taking nifedipine.” To construct this pattern, users quickly use the comic strip editor to

create a pattern as shown in Figure 5.3. 922 matches are returned, which means almost

all the patients’ chest pains are cured within the first month after taking the medicine

(given that the selected 1000 patients in this example all have chest pain before taking

nifedipine).

Next, users want to see whether nifedipine can effectively lower blood pressure. They

start by browsing through the visualization. Very quickly, they discover that for patient

001, after taking the medicine, his blood pressure slowly drops and stays steady. This is a

good example of nifedipine lowering the blood pressure. To construct a pattern from this
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Figure 5.3: Checking whether the medicine can treat the chest pain

example, they first drag the blue triangle to the VizPattern workspace, and then select

the area of patient’s blood pressure line chart, and drag the selection into the VizPattern

workspace and drop it after the blue triangle panel. In order to make sure the lowered

blood pressure results from the medicine, they add a “WITHIN 30 DAYs” time distance

constraint to the second panel. As described in section 3.3.3.2, the threshold value of

dragged time-series event snippet is estimated. To make sure the threshold is not too

loose, the users sort the matching records by similarity in descending order, and check

the first one to see whether it is a good match. The whole process is depicted in Figure

5.4.

5.2 Multi-Agent System Analysis

In this section, we demonstrate how to use VizPattern to combine temporal data and

spatial-temporal data and analyze them together in a more complex multi-agent system

domain.
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Figure 5.4: Checking whether the medicine can lower blood pressure

5.2.1 Domain Introduction

VizPattern is used in one of our projects named Criticality-Sensitive Coordination (CSC)

[27]. In CSC, agents with different capabilities need to coordinate to perform tasks

distributed over multiple sites. For example, in a disaster recovery scenario, agents must

go to different sites, assess the number and severity of casualties and damage to basic

services, and then coordinate to rescue the injured, repair facilities at clinics, restore

services, clear road blocks, etc. The environment is dynamic and uncertain, and it is

difficult for the CSC researchers to understand the behavior of the algorithms used by

the agents.
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To help researchers visualize and understand the agent behavior in this multi-agent

system, a set of visualizations were created using our VizScript visualization platform

[21]. The top two windows in Figure 5.5 show two visualizations used to help understand

the system behavior. The top left window uses a map to show agents locations and state

information changing over time. Agents are represented by small human figures, and sites

are represented by little black houses. Using the time slider at the bottom of the map,

users can move time backwards and forwards to view the locations of agents and other

information at any given point in time. The top right window shows agent activities over

time in a color table. Rows represent agents and columns represent time (each column

represents one second). The color of cells represents the state of agents at the given time.

For example, dark red cells indicate that agents are idle, and green cells indicate that

agents are moving.

5.2.2 Problems

In one particular case, CSC researchers want to make sure that each agent’s abilities are

maximized, meaning when they arrive at certain site, they don’t stay idle for a long time.

If they find such “bad behaviors,” it means that the coordination algorithm is flawed,

and they need to modify the algorithm based on the instances of bad behaviors they

discovered.

To do this by using only two visualizations, they first need to find a relatively long

red strip in the color table, which means an agent has a long period of idle time. Then,

they need to drag the time slider in the map to that point of time, and check if that very

agent is located at a site. If so, an instance of “bad behavior” is found. Then, researchers
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Figure 5.5: Using VizPattern in a multi-agent system

have to repeat this process to find other instances. Many researchers complain about this

process, because visual inspection is cumbersome and the slider-dragging is slow since

the data set is large, containing over 2 million event entries.

5.2.3 Using VizPattern to Analyze Agent’s Behavior

Using VizPattern to solve this problem is much easier. The pattern researchers want to

construct is “agent is idle for a fairly long time after arriving at a site.” To specify this
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pattern in VizPattern, they only need to find two examples, one where an agent is at a

site, and one where an agent is idle.

Finding an example where an agent is at a site is easy. Users simply drag the time

slider in the map until one of the human figures is next to a black house. Then, using

the spatial event support in VizPattern, users simply select both the human and house

icons and drag them to the VizPattern workspace. VizPattern interprets the snippet as

a spatial-temporal event between the agent and the site, and creates a panel for it.

Finding an example where an agent is idle is also easy because the activity visualiza-

tion shows idle time in red. Users can easily scroll the visualization to find a long red

bar. Then, users can simply select the cells forming the red bar, drag them to VizPattern

workspace, and drop the snippet after the first panel. VizPattern interprets the whole

block as a single event “over 14 times of consecutive idleness,” as the block contains 14

cells, and creates a panel for it after the first panel.

Note that unlike the example finding process when only using visualizations, the

individual examples for VizPattern can be chosen independently. The example for the

location constraint can be for one agent, and the example for idleness can be about a

different agent. Furthermore, it does not matter whether the idleness example is at a

site or not. Consequently, it is much easier for users to find relevant examples: it is

enough to find examples of the individual pieces rather than having to find an example

where all the elements are simultaneously satisfied. When VizPattern creates the panels,

it interprets all the panels as referring to the same object. Users then can subsequently

request different objects by using the object constraint tags as discussed in section 3.2.3.4.
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Finally, users can use the comic strip editor to directly add a temporal constraint

“within 2 seconds” to the second panel to make sure that the two events (being at site

and being idle for 14 consecutive seconds) happen close to each other.

The results show that this situation happens 20 times. Next, users click on the

individual matching record in VizPattern’s result analysis panel to make the two original

visualizations show the matching events. The color table display will scroll and highlight

the agent and events, and the time slider in map will move to the matching time point

and the agent and site will be highlighted.

5.3 DNA Microarray Data Analysis

In the previous sections, we showed that VizPattern can be applied in fields that are

visualization driven where VizPattern can enhance them by providing temporal pattern

analysis functionality. In this section, we demonstrate that VizPattern can be also applied

in data driven systems, meaning the target systems don’t need to have visualizations to

be able to work with VizPattern.

5.3.1 Domain Introduction

DNA microarrays are an important breakthrough in experimental molecular biology and

medicine. Using this technology, researchers can discover new functional relationships

among a group of genes by quantifying the relative abundance of thousands of mRNA

transcripts simultaneously [8].

A DNA microarray is an expression matrix that stores the expression level of genes in

experimental samples. Each row is a gene, and each column is an experimental sample. It
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is possible that some gene-sample combinations have no result. Therefore, the microarray

can be considered as a DBMS table with NULL values [28]. Table 5.1 shows part of an

Yeast expression matrix.

NAME Primig SK1a/alpha 1h Primig SK1a/alpha 2h . . .

YHR055C 140 70 . . .
YCRX05W NULL 258 . . .
YOL138C 6287 1412 . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . .

Table 5.1: An DNA expression matrix example

5.3.2 Problems

One practical problem in this field is identifying genes with similar differences in their

expression levels, which may help researchers study the relationships between genes and

diseases. One example query is: “find all genes where the level of sample s1 is lower than

that of s2 at some value between 10 and 300, and the level of sample s2 is lower than

that of s3 at some value between 200 and 400” [28].

The above example query can be expressed in the following SQL statements:

SELECT * FROM DNAArray WHERE 10≤s2-s1≤300 AND 200≤s3-s2≤400

The traditional DBMSs are not convenient for such queries, because their index struc-

tures are based on values of a single column or multiple columns, and do not support

querying by pattern correlations [48]. VizPattern provides an alternative approach for

easily conducting such queries.
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5.3.3 Using VizPattern to Find Genes with Similar Expression Level

Differences

To demonstrate how to use VizPattern to find genes with similar expression level dif-

ferences, we use a Yeast gene expression dataset downloaded from the Gasch Lab at

University of Wisconsin-Madison. The dataset contains over 2000 genes and 90 samples.

We store the dataset into a file. To simplify the demonstration, we renamed genes to g1,

g2, . . . and also renamed samples to s1, s2, . . ..

The first (and also important) step in this case is the initial data transfer phase, where

the input system transfers data from the text file to VizPattern. Although the data in

the file are not temporal data, we will treat them as categorical temporal data (section

3.5.1.1), and transfer them as a series of VPEvent objects. If the value is NULL, then we

simply ignore it. The fields in each VPEvent object are set to:

• time: The value itself.

• event type: Its sample name (column name).

• object: Its gene name (row name).

For example, suppose a gene “YHR055C” has a expression level “140” for sample

“Primig SK1a/alpha 1h”, its corresponding VPEvent object is:

<140, Primig SK1a/alpha 1h, YHR055C>

As described in section 6.2.1.1, in order to let VizPattern visually display different

event types, input visualizations need to send the image of each event type to VizPattern
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by calling method addVPEventImage(String type, Image img). In this case, the input

system doesn’t have any visual elements to represent event types. So we simply pass Null

as the value of img argument and VizPattern will automatically create a text image for

us.

After successfully connecting the data source to VizPattern, users can start the query.

As an example, we specify the query mentioned in the previous section (section 5.3.2).

Since there is no input visualization to provide examples, users could simply use the comic

strip editor to construct the pattern directly in VizPattern.

Figure 5.6 shows that users can directly select samples from the character list, because

based on the way we transfer the data to VizPattern, each sample becomes an event type.

It also shows VizPattern automatically creating an text image for each sample.

Figure 5.6: Selecting samples from the character list in VizPattern
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Figure 5.7 shows the final QueryMarvel comic strip for the example pattern. It looks

more straightforward than SQL statements. As described in section 3.2.3.4, VizPattern

by default matches all the events to the same object. As a result, all the samples in this

case will match to the same gene, which is exactly what users want. As shown, 8 matches

are returned. Users can expand the matching records to see detail information about

each match.

Figure 5.7: Final pattern and results

In addition, when users are satisfied with the pattern specification, they can easily

save the query pattern to disk for future reuse.
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5.4 Other Applications

In addition to the three application examples described above, VizPattern can be applied

in other application domains. For example, similar to the medical research domain, finan-

cial market analysis requires visualizations with both categorical temporal data (economic

news) and time-series data (stock prices), where VizPattern can provide great assistance.

In the police investigation domain, multiple-view visualizations such as [12] are already

in use and VizPattern can be applied like in the multi-agent system domain. VizPattern

can also be applied in DBMS based domains, such as system monitoring or customer

behavior tracking systems.
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Chapter 6

Implementation

VizPattern was implemented in Java 1.5.0, mainly using the Swing toolkit for user inter-

face elements. As a research prototype, VizPattern is a product of more than 2 years of

development work, including substantial redesigns. This chapter will provide an overview

of VizPattern implementation.

6.1 A Tour of the Code

As a Java application, the code of VizPattern is divided into several packages, all of which

are under the top package org.critco.vizpattern. A set of sub-packages provides the

bulk of VizPattern’s functionalities:

• org.critco.vizpattern.gui: Holds the main class of VizPattern: VPWorkspace,

which creates the main frame of the program and displays it. All the UI related

classes and images are also in this package.

• org.critco.vizpattern.data: Holds the classes related to data management. It

contains all the basic data structure classes used in VizPattern, such as event related
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classes as described in section 3.5.1.2, B-plus tree, kd-tree and query pattern serial-

ization related classes. VPDataManager and QueryPattern are the main classes for

query related operations, including compiling QueryMarvel comic strip into formal

temporal pattern specifications, building the index, and conducting search.

• org.critco.vizpattern.interfaces: Holds a set of Java interfaces that provides

the functionalities for VizPattern Connector.

• org.critco.vizpattern.journal: Holds the classes that implement the “undo/redo”

function in VizPattern.

6.2 VizPattern Connector

As described in section 3.5, VizPattern Connector serves as a communication channel

between input visualizations and VizPattern. It allows input visualizations to transfer

data to VizPattern, and it enables VizPattern to return matching results to input visu-

alizations.

6.2.1 Transferring Data to VizPattern

As described in section 3.5, there are two places where input visualizations need to transfer

data to VizPattern: the initial data transfer, where input visualizations send underlying

data to build the knowledge base for VizPattern, and the on-demand data transfer, where

input visualizations transfer event data from users’ drag-and-drop actions.
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6.2.1.1 Initial Data Transfer

In the initial data transfer phase, VizPattern accepts three types of data: categorical

temporal data, time-series data, and spatial data. VizPattern defines three classes to

encapsulate their definitions: VPEvent, VPValuePoint and VPLocation.

Different input visualizations have different data representations. However, before

they transfer data to VizPattern, they need to convert their own data to the accepted

data object above, and call the corresponding methods to transfer the data object.

To transfer an event (categorical temporal data), input visualizations need to cre-

ate a VPEvent object for each of their events, and call the following method defined in

VPWorkspace:

addVPEvent(VPEvent event)

Other than event’s time stamp, type, and object, VPEvent also contains the ID of the

input visualization that it comes from.

In addition, in order to enable VizPattern to visually display this event, input visu-

alizations also need to transfer the image for different types of event to VizPattern by

calling the following method defined in VPWorkspace:

addVPEventImage(String type, Image img)

If input visualizations don’t have any visual elements to represent a certain event type,

users can just simply pass NULL as the img argument. VizPattern will automatically create

an text image based on the event type.
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To transfer a time-series data point, input visualizations need to create a VPValuePoint

object for each of their data points, and call the following method defined in VPWorkspace.

VPValuePoint is a subclass of VPEvent.

addVPValuePoint(VPValePoint valuePoint)

To transfer spatial data, input visualizations need to create a VPLocation object for

each of their locations, and call the following defined in VPWorkspace. VPLocation is

also a subclass of VPEvent.

addVPLocation(VPLocation location)

6.2.1.2 On-Demand Data Transfer

In the on-demand data transfer phase, VizPattern accepts three types of event snippets:

categorical temporal data snippet, time-series event snippet, and spatial event snippet.

To support the snippet dragging operations, input visualizations first need to add

listeners to three mouse events: mousePressed, mouseMoved, and mouseReleased. In

order to correctly transfer the right data by drag-and-drop, input visualizations also need

to call a set of methods defined in class VPEventTransferer in each of the above event

listeners.

In mousePressed, one of the dragging initiation methods in VPEventTransferer

should be called based on the kind of snippet selected, in order to notify VizPattern

that a dragging operation for certain kind of snippet has been initiated.

To initiate a dragging for categorical temporal data snippet (usually icon), input

visualizations should call the following method:
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VPEventTransferer.startTransferSingleEvent(VPEvent event)

Notice that the only parameter this method accepts is a VPEvent object, which is the

same class used to define categorical temporal data.

To initiate a dragging for time-series data snippet, users should have already selected

a portion of line charts or bar charts, and call the following method:

VPEventTransferer.startTransferTimeSeriesEvent

(VPTimeSeriesEvent TSEvent, double maxAllowedDistancePerPoint)

The first parameter accepted by this method is a VPTimeSeriesEvent object, which

is a subclass of VPEvent. Its major components include:

• timeSeries: A list of VPValuePoint. This list includes all the value points in the

selected snippets, thus defining the shape of the selection.

• isStartEvent: A boolean value representing whether the anchor point of the shape

is at the start or not. Anchor point is described in detail in section 3.2.2.3.

• careAboutVerticalOffset: A boolean value representing whether the matching

shapes should also take into account the vertical offset of the original shape. This

concept is described in detail in section 3.2.2.3.

• threshold: A double value representing the matching threshold as described in

section 3.2.2.3.

The second parameter controls the initial value of estimated threshold for this snippet.

It is described in section 3.3.3.2.
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To initiate a dragging for spatial data snippet, users selecte two objects to indicate a

closeness relationship between them, and call the following method:

VPEventTransferer.

startTransferLocationClosenessEvent(VPLocationClosenessEvent LCEvent)

The single parameter accepted by this method is a VPLocationClosenessEvent ob-

ject, which is also a subclass of VPEVent. Its major components include:

• mainObjectEventType: A string representing the type of the main object.

• relativeObjectEventType: A string representing the type of the relative object.

• minDistance: A real number representing the minimum allowed distance between

the main object and the relative object.

• maxDistance: A real number representing the maximum allowed distance between

the main object and the relative object.

The above three methods take care of the dragging initiation phase for three different

event types.

Next, in the mouseMoved event listener, input visualizations should call the following

method to indicate VizPattern that the dragging is still in progress. This method works

for all three types of event snippets.

VPEventTransferer.transferring(MouseEvent e)

Finally, in the mouseReleased event listener, input visualizations should call the

following method to indicate VizPattern that the dragging is complete. This method also

works for all three types of event snippets.
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VPEventTransferer.finishTransfer(MouseEvent e)

6.2.2 Sending Results from VizPattern

A listener design pattern lets VizPattern know the existence of input visualizations and

send data to them.

First, all the input visualizations are required to implement an interface defined by

VizPattern: VPInputVisualization. Then, each input visualization needs to register

itself to VizPattern by calling the following method defined in VPWorkspace. “vizId” is

a string which should identifies the registering input visualization.

registerVPInputVisualization(String vizId, VPInputVisualization input)

In the VPInputVisualization interface, one important method allows VizPattern to

send results back to input visualizations:

resultsUpdated(List<List<VPEvent>> results)

As you will see in the next section, this method’s parameter has the same data type

as the pattern matcher’s output.

6.3 Pattern Matcher

The main class that implements the function of pattern matcher is VPDataManager. There

are two major parts in the pattern matching process: building the index, and evaluating

the query.
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6.3.1 Building Index

The index for the pattern matcher is a Java map object Map<String, BPTree>, where

BPTree is our implementation of B+ tree. The keys of this map are event type names.

Each event type corresponds to a BPTree object, which uses event time stamps to index

a table of VPEvent objects representing all the events of this type.

As described in section 3.6.2, there are two types of index building process in the

pattern matcher: regular index building for categorical temporal data, and lazy indexing

for time-series events and spatial events.

Index building for categorical temporal data happens when input visualizations trans-

fer categorical data by calling the method addVPEvent(VPEvent e) (described in section

6.2). The transferred data object is VPEVent, which is the same as used in the index

structure. Therefore, in this method, we directly put the VPEvent object into our index.

Lazy indexing happens right after users drag time-series event snippets or spatial event

snippets from input visualizations to VizPattern. At that time, the pattern matcher will

conduct a similarity search to find all the other time-series events (shapes) or spatial

events (a two-object pair) that are similar to dropped events, and put all the newly found

events into the index before conducting pattern matching. As described in the previ-

ous section, this moment is exactly when input visualizations call the finishTransfer

method in VPEventTransferer class. Therefore, the best place for the lazy indexing

procedures is inside the finishTransfer method.

For time-series events, the dropped event is a VPTimeSeriesEvent object. Using this

object, the following method in VPDataManager is called to start the similarity search. In
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this method, the newly found time-series events (a set of VPTimeSeriesEvent objects)

will be added to the index.

generateUserDefinedEventFromTimeSeries(VPTimeSeriesEvent TSEvent)

For spatial events, the dropped event is a VPLocationClosenessEvent object. Using

this object, the following method in VPDataManager is called to start the similarity search.

In this method, the newly found spatial events (a set of VPLocationClosenessEvent

objects) will be added to the index.

generateUserDefinedEventFromLocation(VPLocationClosenessEvent LCEvent)

6.3.2 Query Evaluation

First, a QueryPattern object is generated from the content of the comic strip view. It

represents the formal definition of the temporal pattern specified by the QueryMarvel

comic strip, including a set of event types, their temporal constraints, and their object

constraints.

Then, the QueryPattern object is fed into VPDataManager, and the method

startMatchingComicStrip is called to start the pattern matching process. In this

method, it follows the pattern matching algorithm described in section 3.6.3. Then,

a list of matching results is returned, each of which is a list of VPEvent. Finally, the

matching result list will be sent to result analysis panel and input visualizations.
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6.4 Graphical User Interface

6.4.1 UI Layout

VizPattern’s GUI is implemented as a set of Swing based components. There are Five

top level components form the basic structure of VizPattern interface, as shown in Figure

6.1.

JMenuBar

VPViewResultOverview VPViewResultStat

VPViewComicStrip

VPComicStripToolbar

Figure 6.1: Top level components of VizPattern workspace

6.4.1.1 Menu bar

At the top of the VizPattern workspace window is the menu bar. It is implemented

by Java class JMenuBar. Using its APIs, we add two menu items to the toolbar. The

“File” menu item allows users to load/save query patterns. The “Configuration” menu
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item allows users to set the preferences of VizPattern behaviors. If necessary, more menu

items can be added in the future.

6.4.1.2 Comic Strip Toolbar

Below the menu bar is the comic strip toolbar. It is implemented by a JPanel subclass

VPComicStripToolbar. Each icon is implemented by class VPToolbarLabel which is the

subclass of JLabel.

6.4.1.3 Comic Strip View

Below the comic strip toolbar is the comic strip view, where users construct temporal

pattern by dragging elements from input visualizations and the comic strip toolbar. It is

implemented by class VPViewComicStrip.

The main area of this view is the container for a set of comic panels, each of which is

implemented by class VPComicPanel. Each comic panel contains a set of comic elements.

Figure 6.2 shows the classes that implement these elements.

VPTimeIntervalPanel VPClockPanelVPComicElementSnippet

VPGridLinePanel VPTagPanel

Figure 6.2: Implementation classes for comic elements

All the comic element classes shown in Figure 6.2 derive from the same abstract class

VPToolPanel, because their interactions with users are similar. For example, they are all
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draggable and removable from the panel, and when users click on them, they all show in-

formation editing bubbles. Therefore, all the basic interaction logics implementations into

class VPToolPanel, and only expose certain methods (abstract methods) for subclasses to

implement. Different subclasses have different implementations. Two important abstract

methods are:

1. onClickPanel(MouseEvent e): Invoked when users click on the element.

2. onRemovePanel(MouseEvent e): Invoked when the element is dragged and released

outside the comic panel it belongs to.

Such design makes the implementation of comic elements easier and extensible.

At the bottom of the comic strip view is the comic strip information panel, which is

implemented by VPComicStripInfoPanel. After each editing action, VPViewComicStrip

is responsible for re-generating the textual information of its content, and updating the

text of the information panel.

6.4.1.4 Result Overview View

The result overview view is located at the bottom left corner of the VizPattern workspace

window, and is implemented by class VPViewResultOverview. Figure 6.3 shows the

implementation classes for each component in the result overview view.

The main function of this view is to display results after each pattern matching op-

eration and let users filter/sort results. Figure 6.4 shows the overview display procedure.
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VPResultDetailTimeline

VPResultDetailMain

VPResultEventElement

VPResultOverviewEntry

VPResultOverviewTimeline

VPResultOverviewToolbar

Figure 6.3: Implementation classes for components in result overview view

6.4.1.5 Result Statistics View

The result statistic view is located at the bottom right corner of the VizPattern workspace

window, and is implemented by class VPViewResultStat.

The histogram panel at the top area is implemented by VPResultHistogramView, and

the statistics information panel at the bottom is implemented by VPResultStatInfoPanel.

We collect the related data as results are being processed in the display procedure de-

scribed in the previous section.

6.4.2 Editing Comic Strip

6.4.2.1 Undo/Redo Support

VizPattern supports unlimited undo/redo for comic strip editing. This is done by main-

taining an “editing command journal” implemented by VPJournal. For each editing

command, we create an “editing command journal entry” object, which is a subclass of

VPJournalEntry, and put it into a LinkedList stored in VPJournal. A “current journal

entry pointer” curEntryIndex is also maintained in VPJournal, which stores the index

of the latest journal entry that produces the current display.
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Remove all existing results from 
the display

Pattern matcher 
sends the results

Filter the results by filtering criterion

Sort the results by sorting criterion

Create a VPResultOverviewEntry 
for each result left

Add the objects in the first page 
to display

User changes the 
sorting/filtering 

criterion

Group them into pages

Figure 6.4: Procedure for displaying results

There are two important methods defined in VPJournalEntry:

• apply(boolean justAdded, VPViewComicStrip csv, VPJournal vpJournal)

This method is the place to put the implementations for actually executing the

editing commands. For example, if the journal entry is for adding a panel, then the

procedures in this method are: create a new VPComicPanel object, insert it into

the comic panel list maintained in VPViewComicStrip, and update the display to

reflect the changes.

• undo(VPViewComicStrip csv, VPJournal vpJournal)
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This method is the place to reverse the editing commands. After invoking this

method, the display goes back to the state before this command is executed. Using

the same example, if the journal entry is for adding a panel, then the procedures

in this method should be: remove the panel object from the comic panel list, and

update the display.

Next, we show procedures for how the above objects work with each other in different

situations.

6.4.2.2 Editing Procedures

When users finish certain comic editing action, such as dropping the “PANEL” icon from

the comic strip toolbar, a corresponding editing command journal entry is created. Before

it is added to the journal, VPJournal first purges all the journal entries whose indices are

greater than curEntryIndex, then adds the newly created journal entry to the end of the

journal, advances the current entry pointer to it, and finally invokes its apply method

with parameter justAdded set to true.

When users invoke “undo,” the current entry pointer curEntryIndex is decreased by

1 which will point to the journal entry right before the current entry, and then invoke

the undo method of the pointed entry. Here, we still keep all the entries after the current

entry pointer, because we will need them in the following “redo” procedure.

When users invoke “redo,” the current entry pointer curEntryIndex is increased by

1, which will point to the journal entry right after the current entry, and then invoke the

apply method of the pointed entry with the parameter justAdded set to false.
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6.4.3 Visual Decorations and Effects

A proper and effective visual appearance is crucial for good user experience. In VizPat-

tern, we made many efforts in this area trying to achieve the goal.

6.4.3.1 Look and Feel

The QueryMarvel comic strip plays a very important role visually. In order to make users

feel they are working with real comics, we paid great attention to the look and feel when

designing VizPattern’s UI.

For example, we used “post-it” icons in the comic strip toolbar to give users a feeling

that those icons are pieces for the comic strip they are building. We also painted the

icon content in a sketch style, and used a comic font “Comic Sans MS” to render the icon

names. For comic panels, we used soft shadows and peeling paper corners trying to make

it look like an actual piece of paper.

In addition, all the panels that require users’ input are rendered as bubbles, which

are commonly seen in the real life comic strip. We implemented the basic painting and

logic routines in a base class VPBubble, and its subclass can override certain methods to

add their own functionality, such as adding different contents to the bubble. In order to

allow bubbles to be displayed across different top-level components (for example, a large

bubble is displayed above both comic strip view and result analysis panel), we add all

the bubbles to the glass pane of VPWorkspace window. The glass pane is like a sheet of

glass sitting over all the other parts of the components in a window.
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6.4.3.2 Animations

In VizPattern, we used a third party Java library called “Timing Framework” [17] to

implement all the animations. In Timing Framework, a class Animator encapsulates

most of the animating functionalities. A set of properties can be set for Animator, such

as the duration and the resolution of the animation. To create an Animator class, users

need to pass in an object that implements the interface TimingTarget, which will in turn

receive various callbacks throughout the whole animation process.

Three important callback methods implemented in the TimingTarget interface are:

• void begin(): This method is called by Animator when the animation is first

started. It allows the timing target to perform any necessary setup prior to running

the animation.

• void end(): This method is called when the animation is finished. This method

allows the target to perform any necessary cleanup operations. It can also be used

to help sequence animations.

• void timingEvent(float fraction): This method is the most important. It

provides the target with the fraction, from 0 to 1, of the animation that has elapsed.

The target can then use this information to change whatever properties need to be

changed during the animation and to schedule a repaint if necessary.

For example, in the “adding new panel” animation described in section 3.3.2, the

implementations of the above three methods are:
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• void begin(): Before the animation starts, we record all the panels’ original loca-

tions as well as their target locations after adding the new panel.

• void timingEvent(float fraction): During the animation, using the original

locations, target locations, and the animation progress represented by fraction,

we interpolate the current locations for each panel, and update the display. This

produces a smooth moving animation for all existing panels. Similarly, we can also

interpolate the current size of the new panel and update its display at the same

time, which produces a scaling animation.

• void end(): After the animation ends, we start the pattern matcher to get the

new matching records based on the new QueryMarvel comic strip.
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Chapter 7

Future Work

7.1 Scalability of Pattern Matching Algorithm

As shown in section 4.2.1, VizPattern loads the entire dataset in local memory, which

limits the flexibility of VizPattern to scale to larger datasets. Ideally, the pattern matcher

should automatically write partial index into disk when the datasets are too large to fit

into local memory. This will bring a series of new issues, such as how to minimize the

time consuming I/O operations, how to choose the size and type of memory buffer, and

etc.

7.2 More Analytical Tools

Although using filtering, sorting, and statistical information can help users analyze pat-

tern results, there is still room for improvement. For example, users can now only

save/load query patterns, but cannot save/load matching results. Realizing this function

will lead to new analysis methods, which are difficult to do with pattern specifications

only. Here are some examples:
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• Users can do two separate queries, and save two sets of matching records. Then,

they can conduct all kinds of set operations on the two sets, e.g. find their union

or intersection.

• Users can conduct queries directly inside a set of matching results that are produced

by another query.

• Users can compare different sets of queries.

7.3 Expressivity of QueryMarvel

As shown in section 3.2.4, QueryMarvel doesn’t support query patterns containing branch-

ing timelines. This will be addressed in the future without destroying QueryMarvel’s ease

of use and intuitive nature.

In addition, the minimum analysis units in time-series data are user-defined “shapes.”

In some cases, it will be useful to be able to construct patterns involving specific value

conditions for single data points, e.g., a pattern “blood pressure value is below 100 after

taking the medicine.” In this example, “blood pressure value is below 100” cannot be

efficiently defined by a shape. New extensions of the comic strip metaphor will be needed

to handle this type of patterns.

7.4 More Case Studies

VizPattern has been used in our project “CSC.” Applying it in more active projects in

more domains will be useful for gaining additional insights, system design suggestions,

and extension possibilities.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions

Despite the large amount of temporal data visualization work to help users understand

temporal data, there has been relatively little work on developing intuitive, easy to use,

and powerful temporal pattern analysis systems for categorical temporal data, time-series

data, and spatial-temporal data. This thesis presents such a system, VizPattern, which

explores issues in this field. Specific contributions include:

• The definition of QueryMarvel visual temporal pattern language: QueryMarvel uses

and extends the semantic elements and rules of comic strips with the goal to make

specifying and interpreting temporal patterns as easy as reading and writing a comic

story.

• Multiple temporal data support: VizPattern supports both categorical temporal

data and time-series data, as well as spatial-temporal data. It allows VizPattern to

be used in multiple domains.

• A generic system design: Using a well-designed VizPattern Connector, VizPattern

is able to work with existing visualization systems as well as data driven systems.
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• Program by example paradigm: Users are able to construct patterns by directly

selecting visual snippets from existing visualization systems. Combined with pow-

erful comic strip metaphor, VizPattern enables untrained users to construct complex

patterns.

• Built-in result analysis tools: VizPattern features a set of analysis tools to help

users analyze pattern results. The tools also enable users to refine patterns directly

by manipulating the matching results.

• User interface design: A set of modern interface designs, including the use of comic-

like graphics, smooth animations, and undo/redo support, provides a productive

and pleasant user experiences.

• User studies: two comprehensive user studies were conducted to evaluate the design

of QueryMarvel and VizPattern. Results are satisfactory.

The work on VizPattern has led to a wide range of possibilities for future work (Chap-

ter 7) including code refinement, scaling the pattern matching algorithm, implementing

more analytical tools, extending the pattern language, and validating the system through

more case studies.
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